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No Use Crying
When the bottom dropped out the whole carton fell through, eggs pocking the 
sidewalk where Jane stood, seemingly dipped in milk. Tears poured out of her, tremors 
coursed her small, sturdy body, gasps gasped throughout the moaning—her sobs breaking 
in triplets of shuddering breath. Her life, as she could conservatively envision it, was 
over. A short jaunt for fresh parsley five minutes before the store closed? Forget about 
it. A quick flit over for field tomatoes? Not a chance in hell. With the searing eyes of 
the produce manager burning her bra right off her chest as he squashed grapefruits into 
pulp? With the gum-smacking checkout girls, tight-lipped, gunning prices into the 
register, their pink fibreglass nails clacking the keys, bursting peals and peals of spastic 
laughter? With the two-toothed butcher splattered in cold, thin blood, drooling and 
peering down her blouse every time she reached for her hundred-grams of chicken loaf? 
Not in your life. Not if she could stop time and catch every egg before it hit the sidewalk. 
Not if she could seal her bulbous tits flat against her chest. Not if  she could erase the 
crimson globs of lipstick mashed into her teeth, or un-crimp her straw-blonde hair before 
leaving her house that morning. Not even if she could take back every dumbfuck word 
she sprayed at Richard the-dead-end-grocery-clerk while he nervously stacked cereal 
boxes into a pyramid—or sleeping with him in the first place.
In the sixth grade, when they’d first begun to bulge around the disparate, discrete 
kingdoms of her nipples, she was puzzled. Speed bump, they called her, speed bump, and 
swerved imaginary cars wildly over imaginary roads, collapsing in piles scattered
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haphazardly throughout the dusty school yard, the expansive gym, the curling cat-piss 
carpet in the reading comer at the back of class. Jane’s bathroom became the court o f her 
changing appearance, the mirror her hung jury-—some days acquittal, some days death by 
lethal injection—the evidence mounting beneath her neon t-shirt as recess ticked by, the ' 
witnesses strewn throughout the playground. Testimonials passed hand-to-hand beneath 
the desks.
She imagined she was forever tilting, top-heavy and losing balance, tipped from 
behind. They were anthills seething with activity, colonies ready to double or triple in 
size overnight, pending the strict rule of their patient queen. Yet, when the bulges 
refused to budge, despite Jane’s silent, unyielding pleas, the absent weight became 
tangible, her lightness rendering her almost unscathed by gravity. Speed bump, they 
called her, speed bump, but now their make-believe cars juddered only slightly, never 
wavered off-course, and remained firmly, intractably, rooted in the flatness o f the earth.
But then, finally, they did. To Jane’s mother—who made the obvious point 
whenever the opportunity revealed itself (as it was liable to do, shockingly, every time 
she bounced into a room during the summer between ninth and tenth grade), or whispered 
lowly into the phone’s complicit receiver—they were Jane’s saving grace. We ’11 have 
her married before graduation, coupled with the proof’s in the pudding, augmented by 
she could nurse an army with those things! While her relatives, her parents’ friends, and 
the friends of her parents’ friends all left the Acker residence visibly shaken, Jane’s 
mother beamed favour down on Jane with expensive bra and panty sets; jet black, blood 
red, all cool slippery silk with skeins upon skeins of layers and layers of intricate lace.
The requisite tiny ribbon bows nestled sardonically between fortified soup-bowls of
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luxurious fabric. Late bloomer meant retarded. Late bloomer meant opening up. Late 
bloomer meant being a centrepiece at her round kitchen table over dinner. Late bloomer 
meant tits. Late bloomer meant growing eyes everywhere you went.
Bawling—milk from the split bags surfing over the cracked slabs of sidewalk, 
washing broken eggshells and the tom grocery bag into the gutter, streaming from her 
sleeves, soaking colossal stains into her chest and armpits—Jane seethed. The midday 
still overcast. The hulking buildings loomed around her. The street nearly un-peopled, 
though her cramped apartment was yet an exasperating block distant. As she 
hyperventilated, a honking station wagon laden with honking boys horseshoed after 
crossing through the intersection, passing her, but then careening back. Caught. Cover 
nowhere in sight.
“HEY baby DON’T cry OVER spilt MILK!” their growls wavering from half­
unwound windows, smothered in the rush of cars.
“Get a life,” Jane sputtered, smearing blue eye makeup with the heel of her wet
hand.
“Pardon?” Their necks craned, smirks twisted the comers of their pursed lips. 
Palms coned ears.
“GET A LIFE!” She spat, hoarse from so much crying.
“Dolly PARDON?”
“GO SUCK EACH OTHERS DICKS, DICKHEADS! JUST LEAVE ME THE 
FUCK ALONE!” Cracking, the seam spread open, the dropped jaw of her hurt finally 
tonguing free. Richard, that dry cunt of an asshole of a prick stacking goddamn boxes of
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fried sugar (just add milk, har-har) into some stupid pyramid, clearing his throat instead 
of speaking, looking at everyone but her, running his hands through his greasy blond hair 
instead of striding embracing grasping holding I ’m-so-so-sorry-baby-she ’s-nothing- 
compared-to-you-how-can-I-make-it-up-to-you-how-can-I-make-things-right?
Smoothing hair from her head, burying his stubbly face and sweaty palms against her 
neck, kissing her with tongue in the symphonic climax of dead-end grocery laughter, 
symphonic in its dying pregnant stillness, its drawn suspense tense until the snapping 
coda of their unrestrained passion birthing into love, what the world needs, love, all they 
need, love, oh careless, careless love, love, love.
Fuck all that. Fuck him, fuck him, fuck him.
“SUCKLE what?" The brats screamed, speeding through the green, stretching 
long pink tongues towards the make-believe nipples on their basketball breasts. Jane 
paused, as their mime repeated overandoverandover in the darkened, crowded, theatre of 
her skull. She could fit her past lovers in a compact, her past poets on a bicycle.
Richard, the one, a sparkling fuse in a handful of wickless duds.
Jane,
we are nothing 
but body meeting body 
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Jotted in marker on the back of her TV Guide, an origami swan surfing the scrawl 
on its curling pages. Like a long drawn W, Jane thought at the time, and thumbed the 
folding switchblade of its neck and bill. She had clicked on the television, bathed in its 
murmuring, its purpling wash. Mostly, she thought of Richard—night-blind in her 
apartment, stumbling out of sleep for an early shift, his fraying hair spooled up from his 
crown and forehead. Teetering depthless into his wrinkled khaki’s, wriggling into the 
work shirt flung over the back of her wicker chair. Not risking the shower, the tinny 
ruckus of water spouting into her scaly tub. Not risking the toaster’s jarring twang, or the 
bruising orange light from the kitchen. Not risking a cool kiss on the cheek, the forehead. 
Or whispers pushed slowly into her dream.
“I want them sliced off.” Jane had pulled the covers tighter around her body, had 
snuggled deeper, once, into Richard’s curling dominion, both of them propped on their 
elbows. “Some days.” His eyes were glazed electric pink, the room smeared red in the 
clock’s LED. “Some days I can’t even bear going to the bank.” Pause. “The 
laundromat, the mall. Convenience stores are the worst, though, the fucking worst.” Say 
something. Please. “No, bars. Bars are the worst.” Their competing breath huffed as 




“I do, though. They exploded in highschool, and the chatter hasn’t ceased.” 
“Everyone’s a dick at that age.”
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“ What age? At the corporate softball game, Ken ‘Porked-Her’ Parker, Senior 
Manager of Finance, actually told me that my clothing was ‘inappropriate attire for team­
building activities’.” She gruffened her voice. ‘“Next year, wear something more suited 
to the event.’”
“That’s just one jerk.”
“I was wearing a fucking t-shirt and knee-shorts!”
“You shouldn’t care.”
“I know.”
“You really shouldn’t care.”
“I knowl”
Pause. Her anger sizzling, but turned low.
Richard reached over to the night-table, groping for his cigarettes. “I think 
they’re beautiful.” He sat up, a fluid shadow in the half-gloom, and cupped his hands 
around the lighting ember, drawing deep, “they’re so.. .nice,” he said and exhaled, 
twisting red ribbons in the tinted light.
Nice? She stared for a moment, considered his lumpy shape on the other side of 
the bed. The poems left in the freezer, on her night table, in the pocket of her coat. His 
leisurely pantomime, the brazen silhouette of his craning neck as he floated rings among 
noosing streams of smoke. Nice?
“It’s all jealousy.”
“Thanks.”
“Nothing to do with you at all.” He snubbed his cigarette in the saucer that 
passed for an ashtray. Settled deeper beneath the layers of sheets and comforter.
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“I just wish everyone would leave me the fuck alone.”
“They do.”
“All in my mind?”
“Yes.”
“The butcher? Was that a .. .what? Figment?”
“Come on. The guy’s married. Probably hasn’t been laid since Mulroney.”
“His wife should divorce him.”
“Probably. But for his coke-nose. Admiring tits from behind a display of cured 
meat is hardly a matrimonial crime.”
“Or those hillbilly teeth. I’d be surprised if he isn’t on a Gerber-only diet.” She 
twisted cool cotton, let it smooth between her fingers. Outside, the quiet breeze of cars 
passing down her street. The small fish tank gurgling in the living room. The fridge 
hummed through, erratically, pausing and stuttering to life. “I just wish they’d stop 
looking. I just wish everyone was blind.” Muffled voices penetrated from the hallway of 
her apartment. The quiet clunk of her neighbours’ door, and footsteps, until they 
mounted their bed, the headboard rattling Jane’s bookshelf. “I might love you,” she said, 
staring at the dark slurry lines of her furniture, the shifting dimensions of her room at 
night. Beside her, the soft click as Richard’s breath changed flow. The drawn sniff and 
throaty exhale that preceded his careless, wriggling roll. “I might.”
The smell of milk evaporating in the surprisingly intense spring sun was the smell 
of milk soured. Its high-water mark scribbled around her body, the drying lines etching 
themselves into the fabric of her clothes. The street got busier as the day drifted past
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noon. Jane pulled her buggy full of sundry groceries as she slogged down the sidewalk. 
Very sundry. The tins of vegetables and condiments, cleaning products and cat food 
(sans milk and eggs), rattled against the steel cage of her old-maid cart—trailing her limp 
grip. He totally noticed the cat food. He totally noticed that she didn’t have a cat. No, 
scratch that. He wouldn’t have blinked twice if  I’d cleaned them out of condoms or cake 
frosting, home pregnancy tests, or all three. Her stomach growled. All these groceries, 
she thought, and not a single meal.
Oh, Richard. What happened to eating stolen tubs of ice-cream right out of the 
container, wrapped in blankets and naked for days on end? Or drunk on boxed wine, the 
forgotten penne bloated in the alfredo, slow-dancing to Marvin Gaye in the dark? Jane 
looked down at the thread bracelet he weaved during a re-training session, ragged and 
unstitching, its dulling frost of sapped colour. She remembered his unsteady hand, his 
bumbling fingers as he knotted it round her wrist. The way her ears burned and her throat 
snagged when he mumbled the pronoun ‘we’ off-the-cuff. What happened, what 
happened to the poet of her dreams, explosively sandwiched in her thighs, cool arms in 
the fever of night-sweats, an anchor in the tumult and drift of her manic, hysterical tide?
Jane,
though silent 
as the moon’s long 
tongue trips 
through the shaded 
room
the stereo o f our even hush 
the darkness outside 
waking
it’s your breath
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caught
your breath that gives me 
wind
From Richard
“Is this what you’re looking for?” Crouching at the bottom shelf of the aisle, he had 
looked up and smiled a slow, steady curve. “Can I load it for you?”
“No, I can manage.” How striking, Jane thought at the time, his azure eyes match 
his shirt perfectly, his hair stylishly overgrown, curls frizzing into his ears. The cracked 
nametag—Richard—flapped at his breast.
“It’s heavy. I’ll carry it up to the front.” He hefted the huge box up onto his 
shoulder and stood, small flurries of cut and tom cardboard flaking from his black pants.
“No really, I can manage it. I still have shopping to do.”
“Suit yourself. What does one need ten kilos of laundry soap for, anyway?” he 
asked, leaning the box against the handle of her cart, pulling the pen from behind his ear 
and tapping it against the lid.
“One needs it for laundry.” She measured his long body, the bare muscles of his 
arms stretching his skin, welts and red slashes from taking more than he could carry.
“Right. Well, can I help you with anything else?” The detergent bludgeoned into 
the cart.
“No, I think I’m good. But thanks.”
“No sweat,” he said, mock-wiping his brow, as Jane ploughed past the disciplined 
rows of household cleaners, the toy-gun interlude between foil baking pans and garbage 
bags. She looked back at Richard’s playful salute, his vaudeville cominess. She looked
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back, at his smile and his eyes glittering in the fluorescent wash, at his lanky muss, like 
an ear swab gone jungle.
When they met again, they were already familiar. Banter before business, made 
more than interesting by the precise lip liner and mascara, by the too-casual spread of 
fingers through the hair, the wisping curls tucked behind ears, by the long, scathing glide 
down to neck, chest. The low-cut blouse. The leisurely-seeming lean. Their near head- 
bumping, huddled over brands of crackers and cuts of plastic-coated beef. Dinner, 
fucking, drinks—in the proper order. He would surprise her after his shift with dessert. 
She cooked on the nights he stayed. He avoided his parents, avoided meal-times, if he 
could manage. She was disappointed on the evenings he didn’t show. He was going 
back to school when it was feasible, financially. She was being passed over for a 
promotion, in finance. He dogged part-time shifts, hated living chez parents, always.
She worked 9-5, and considered getting a cat. It’s a match, Jane thought to herself, 
basking in his singular attention. It’s a match made.
Made where? Hell? How spectacularly childish. How distressingly naive. How 
pathetic, and dense, and ugly, and disgusting, and cheap, and wretched, and deserving, 
how utterly deserving—of Richard, of everything after. God, she thought, why can’t I 
just hate him? Why can’t I stop blubbering long enough to get to my apartment 
unnoticed? Why can’t I turn on my heels and heave the full cart through the fucking 
store window?
Jane tripped along the sidewalk, sun-dried, the spill thin enough through her 
clothes that she could safely call herself moist. She clattered, stumbling, as her load
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unbalanced behind her. She considered each tic, each glance sidelong, each bead of 
sweat that thickened on the edge of his brow or in the cradle of his palm. But she 
couldn’t—no matter how she spun it, no matter what came before what, or what 
eventually led to what—figure how it all piled up. Meaning one thing, saying another. 
But where was the lie? Which half came up short? His slow, deciphering touch, 
smoothing the nervous Braille of her awkward body. Or, his precise-as-a-scalpel tongue, 
preening her differently with every slick pass. Far more than she’d bargained, far less 
than she’d hoped, yet all of it—Richard, her—mingled so that she didn’t know where she 
began anymore, didn’t know where he left off.
The lie was hers— that she did know, as she pulled herself step by step through 
the doorway of her apartment building. The lie, as always, was hers.
When she’d walked into the store for what she would later swear was the last 
time, she’d waited—Richard was nowhere to be found. Not gathering the loose carts in 
the parking lot, not facing out the product in the aisles, or arranging the bread and milk 
with the soonest best before dates to the front of their displays. Gone. She’d waited. 
Perused the aisles so she didn’t look suspect. Yanked the cart behind her blank 
wandering, pulled in whatever was within reach. She would’ve bought a nice picnic, 
rattling her empty cart the entire way here, would’ve surprised him with lunch. Unless, 
she got his hours wrong? Or the dates switched around? Or he had to break early?
Legs crossed, bouncing from the knee, the piled bags of distracted groceries 
compacting in the cart beside her as she shifted, couldn’t get comfortable, and sat on the 
bench by the stores’ only exit or entrance, dwarfed between the bottled water and ice
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cooler. The cash register lowed. She waited, though began to hear the checkout girls’ 
snicker, the once whispers that passed between LISA  and DORIS growing steadily shy of 
secretive. Finally, the doors flapping open and shut, open and shut, Jane stood, glanced 
through the large windows at the parking lot behind her, and approached the pen of 
nattering cashiers. “Richard?” She asked, “Is Richard working?”
“Oh my god, can I help you?” Lisa smacked, the curled grub of chewing gum at 
the comer of her lips, her eyes drawn magnetically to Jane’s chest.
“Richard. She wants to know where Richard is.” The other inclined toward the 
metal trough of cigarette packs, scrawled counts on a clipboard. Jane remembered— 
jealousy. These hags will never don another smock again, are forever leashed by the 
nameplates dangling from their necks.
“Well that’s easy,” she sprayed, gnawing, “hasn’t he gone for lunch? Dor?”
“Yeah, I think he’s on lunch already. Sorry.” Doris mumbled without looking up 
from her inventory.
“Yeah. Sorry.”
“We were going to meet—” Jane began.
“—Oh you ’re his fiancee?”
Fiancee. Fiancee. The sound branded itself into her cheeks, swelled into the pit 
of her belly. All of them floored by such an improbable equation. Gum-smackers 
dropped silent, Jane tingling from head to foot, swirling in constricted breath. “Yes.”
Her temples began to throb.
“Really?” Disbelief wrinkled across the sheen of their foreheads.
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“Yes.” She said, if  only to see that sour, rotten twist ferment on their tongues, 
wizen further their bruising, incredulous glare.
“Then I don’t know where he’s gone.”
“He’s here till five. I think.” They shrugged, kept a kernel of doubt, but detoured 
shock with a quick turn. Jane hit at full speed, skated out into the aimless whorl of 
activity—the money changing hands, plastic bags parachuting, snapped, and then filled 
with complementary items. A spinning top wobbled out into traffic, she steadied on the 
handle of her half-full cart.
Facing the giant windows that looked out onto the street, Jane felt like she’d been 
incinerated, the alum of char and ash, a breath away from scattering dust. She looked out 
at the parking lot, the jigsaw of cars filling spaces, the red and green sheets of sale meat 
and bulk shampoos plastering the curb. A tent city of bedded plants and shrubs erected at 
the far edge. When she turned around again, he was there.
Crouching, he built a pyramid of cereal; scalped the large cardboard cases with a 
few quick passes of his cutter, upending them, the smaller boxes sloughing out like a log 
of jellied cranberry. Lengthy snarls of cardboard slivered off his blade, scattered along 
the tile floor around the gigantic display. What, what, what, could she say? What could 
she ask, and what could he answer? The cashiers tittered, biting the sides of their cheeks, 
stuffing their crooked smiles into their sleeves, the back of their hands. But Jane didn’t 
care. All she knew, that moment, was that Richard—his beach-head, his lean curl 
beneath the sheets, his smell like wind and campfire—was marrying someone else.
“Oh Richard—” the cashiers pummelled out, their voices wavering in the midst of 
spastic laughter, “Richard, I think there’s someone here to see you.”
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He paused as if  shot. As if hanging on the stopped blade of a guillotine.
“Oh Richard...” They taunted.
But she couldn’t make sense in the flood of noise that wracked furiously 
throughout the crowd. The rambling carts squealed, clashed the mellow brass of 
instrumental oldies ricocheting throughout the store, the whirr of conveyor belts, cash 
registers, the thud of shanks and hocks, wrapped loin and chops slapping back into the 
bins, the frenzy of conversation, the whooshing clasp of the refrigerator doors. She froze, 
gorged on the catastrophe raging around her, the cashiers’ injected chortle, their ripening 
glee. Jane tried to focus on each detail of her ruin—the pile-ups at the cash, gridlock 
through the aisles, the fender-benders by the barrels of out-of-season apples—but 
couldn’t salvage, no matter how she tried, the instance where everything changed. 
Perhaps, she thought, perhaps things change before they ever change; perhaps we only 
have accidents—
It was Richard, Richard who was shaking her clear. Wasn’t it, though? His 
fingers clawed into her shoulders, his seizing vice at arms’ length. Wasn’t it him? The 
cashiers awed behind Jane, the scattered melee swirled around. Wasn’t it Richard—his 
insistent slur, his wish to be understood, his need to not be hated—that kept them all 
firmly, intractably, rooted in the flatness of the earth?
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Watermark
She was dead before I even knew her name. I imagined strong wiry fingers, dirt 
beneath the nails, hands clutching her soft, bone-white neck, pressing thumbs into 
powdered cheeks. A fist, locked in that straight blonde hair. Prying beneath her red 
pleather jacket, gripping into the slope between her tiny waist and ribcage. Bending back 
wrists, lean muscled body wrapping her tiny frame, keeping everything together, 
everything from flying apart. Bones brittle as matchsticks, skin like newspaper, that body 
as lifeless as the page in my hand. “Shit. I let my cigarette bum all the way down. I 
could have started a fire.” The tremor began in my hand, slipped itself up my arm. Easy 
does it. Easy. Sharon ran to the television, plucked the remote from between couch 
cushions, pushed dirty dishes to the side of the old oak toy box we use as a coffee table, 
propped up her bare feet.
“There’s nothing to do but watch, Frank.” Fuck you, Sharon.
“I’m not watching that filth. Turn it off.” And I meant it. I could see those long 
pink fingernails, broken, and peeled to the quick, imagined her clawing, ripping and 
tearing, gouging out eyes. Her wrists blackened, bruised from the long leather cord.
Turn the fucking thing off, turn the fucking thing off, turn the fucking—
“Or at least change the goddamn channel then!” I fingered the coins in my jeans, 
squeezed my car keys until I felt the jagged little teeth bite into my palm, the miniature 
magic 8-ball breaking from the key ring, turning round in my pocket. I patted the other
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side of my pants, looking for the pills I knew weren’t there. Pushed up my slippery silk 
sleeves, stupid purple shirt, fingered the small pearl buttons on my collar.
“What the Christ has gotten into you, you bastard?” She’s seething, staring at me, 
giving me that once-over. Don’t even fucken look at her. Just breathe, like he said.
Inhale for the count of ten, slowly. Hold for ten.
“What, so you’re hyperventilating? Look at me, Frank.” Exhale for ten. Hold 
for ten. Focus on the room—deep brown wood flooring, it reminded us of the place on 
St.Clair where we lived for a while, lemon yellow paint on the walls, but darker—what 
colour is it again? In the background, the rehearsed baritone of the news anchor, the 
swirling Don River, cars on the Danforth halting just before Broadview. Cutaway to a 
grainy yearbook picture, faint watermarks, tiny circles showered on the image. Maybe 
tears. Pink cheeks, ice grey eyes, long dark lashes and that half-sure smile—probably 
braces—even then. Back to the deep green bush, the darkening afternoon, and the 
serrated shadows of trees and long grass spiking across the riverbank—Focus on the 
room. Breathe. Framed pictures of Sharon’s family on the wall, taken out west before 
her father died. Hiking in Kananaskis. The sun like the burning element of a stove, 
setting behind russet-grey mountains. Golfing in Canmore. Her fat brother perched on 
the front end of a golf cart with a 9-iron under his arm, jousting. Breathe. A hundred- 
and-fifty bucks an hour, three times a week, for this shit.
“Frank! I asked you what the hell your problem is.” I turned to face her, and I 
couldn’t meet her eyes, I couldn’t tell her. God Sharon, sitting on that scuffed leather 
couch, your dark skirt fanned out and nearly disappearing into the creased folds of the 
twenty-something year-old furniture. Dirty dishes, potato chip bags crinkled around your
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bare legs and feet, smoking those damned menthol cigarettes and piling the lipstick 
printed butts in an ashtray overflowing with lipstick printed butts. Breathe. Those dark, 
springy curls, really your best feature, shot through with grey. Still so shiny, so soft. 
Breathe.
“Baby, what is it?” She’s beside me. One hand smoothing my shirt flat against 
my chest below my collarbone, one palm rested lightly on my forehead.
“It’s nothing. I’m jus t . . .  all fucken tense. That’s all.” I’m sorry, but Sharon, 
please don’t touch me. I can’t handle this right now. Please, my breath caught, like a 
bone. Her cool fingers wiping strands of silver from my forehead, hair smoothed behind 
my ears. The way she soothed Jake when he was colicky, or so often sick. Oh, Jake.
Jake, Jake, Jake—
“Don’t mother me\ You’re no one’s fucking mother!”
“Jacquelyn. That’s a beautiful name.” New girl at the counter, so small I barely saw her 
through the store window. Obstructed by enormous potato chip bags, the magazine rack, 
so tiny in that stupid green smock, her uneven nametag levelled towards the buzzing, 
flickering fluorescent lights.
“Excuse me?—oh the nametag. Not mine, another girl who works here.”
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“How can you stand them?” Not the brightest bulb in the box—but killer tits. 
When she moved her hand to smooth down the few stray blonde hairs that slipped from 
the knot at the back of her neck, her blue lilac print bra flashed through the open sleeve 
hanging above her elbow. Holy shit.
“Oh. I hadn’t really noticed.” She slid the back of one hand across her eyes and 
creased forehead, pursed her lips together in an almost yawn. Underneath those shoe- 
polish bags around her eyes, and that giant smock, she probably cleaned up pretty damn 
nice.
“Tired?”
“I work a lot.”
“Not here?”
“No. I have another job. At F/X.”
“That store on Queen?”
“Yeah. At Spadina.” Probably takes E. Dances all fucken night to the same 
thing that I hear at work every day when I walk through the shop. Heavy machinery.
The door chime rang. Some tall asshole walked in, buying wank videos, or tampons for 
his wife, slams against the counter, in line behind me.
“Did you.. .want something?” Shit.
“Yeah, a couple packs of those bad boys right there.” I almost forgot about the 
cigarettes. She had to use a stool to reach the overhead display. A flash of perfectly flat, 
paper white stomach peeked out as she extended the limited length of her body.
“You don’t strike me as someone who smokes menthols,” she said, stepping
down.
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It’s been forty-eight hours since we last looked at each other, let alone touched. Sharon, 
why can’t you just let this go. I nearly slit my own throat with my razor this morning, if 
only I could get the blades out from behind the little wire seatbelts they fasten them with. 
No cuts my ass. Really, I look like I’ve been attacked by one fierce fucken cat. Maybe, 
Sharon, it would have been better for all of us if  I was the one who just didn’t wake up. 
You would’ve managed, I think. The two of you would have managed beautifully. I 
couldn’t put it together then, couldn’t put us together—and I still can’t. So much of us 
happened in the spaces. Sharon, I could smell you smoking in the middle of the night, 
could feel your silence on the other side of the bed, could hear you making tea in the 
kitchen.
I’m popping these Xanax like every other hour, washing them down with cold 
coffee at my desk. Breathe. Inhale for ten, hold for ten. The phone keeps ringing, faxes 
curl up from the base of the machine, my internal mail notification gongs every ten 
minutes, and I haven’t even brought up my mail client. The office is pretty lax, 
everybody sits on everybody else’s desks, borrowing staplers, running out of toner. I’ve 
worked here for four years, but I still turn to look every time I hear the drivers come in 
for their invoices, waybills, rattling thermoses and standing in the doorway, letting the 
sound of traffic float in and settle at my desk. I’ll lose this job by the end of the month, 
but I prefer to drive anyway. Would much rather negotiate comers in an eighteen­
wheeler, down shift and steer, follow the eyelash curve of the road. I would much rather 
listen to Otis Redding or B.B. King than the guy on the other side of the cubicle making 
long-distance calls to Portugal, his feet on his desk, browsing through the news. I can’t 
go anywhere without parts of her slapping me in the face. Not that I look, but there are
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newspapers on every desk, in every hand, and people talk about it in the lunchroom. The 
pieces of her perfect scalp arranged over the covers of several papers. Jesus Sharon, why 
couldn’t you have given up smoking once Jake was bom? Oh, Jake. Exhale for ten, hold 
for ten.
“You don’t strike me as someone who smokes menthols,” she said, stepping down.
“Well, I’m full of surprises.” How slick. My face flushed, probably turned the 
colour of the chemical red tomatoes on the stand by the door. The guy behind me cleared 
his throat. Jesus, what the hell are you saying, Frank?
“How fortunate.” She smiled a slow, tentative smile. What amazing eyes, the 
colour of clean water. She waved a pack of cigarettes over the scanner a few times with 
her right hand, slammed a finger down hard on one of the buttons on the register, broke a 
long pink nail almost to the quick.
“Shit!”
“Here, let me get you a pack of band-aids.” I winced, as she squeezed her fist 
tight around the finger, and made my way through the narrow aisles, footsteps clicking on 
the tan linoleum, looking for first-aid supplies. She was ringing the other guy through— 
tampons—with her left hand when I finally found the small shelf nestled in the back 
comer, below the dusty hairspray and shampoo. I knelt down to grab a box of medicated 
bandages and then thought what the hell, opened the box and took the one that was 
almost an X—thick middle, with four flaps to wrap around a joint. I walked back to the 
cash as the other guy was quickly stuffing the bagged box of tampons into his trench coat
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pocket, scratching his bald head as he arched his eyebrows, looked over at me, and 
hustled out the door.
“Take your hand away from your mouth and let me see it.” She brought out her 
finger, hesitantly. It was bleeding slightly, the skin underneath the nail red and puffy, 
beginning to swell. Her head bent over, looking at her painful finger, inches from mine. 
Christ, her hand was so soft, so . . .  young. I tore the top of the thin paper wrapper away 
with my teeth, managed to get the band-aid out and peeled one-handed.
“Hold still.” As I pressed the antiseptic pad tight.
“Jesus!” She exhaled breathily, tried to pull her hand away.
“Don’t. Baby.”
Sharon slept in Jake’s room for nearly three years. Curled around his few stuffed 
animals, occasionally tapped the mobile above the tiny bed with her toes. She just let it 
swing, a marionette without the puppet, cords pulling nothing but other cords dancing 
above her, casting faint shadows on the white ceiling. It was three fucken years before 
she would even sleep in the same room as me, never mind being touched. I would wake 
before the alarm would even go off, hear the floor creak as she tiptoed across the dark 
hardwood to the kitchen, wince as the orange light stabbed into my bedroom from 
beneath the door, listen as she filled the kettle.
“Don’t. Baby.” I wrapped the arms of the band-aid above the first joint, pulled the rest 
around her fingertip, making a pouch, and attached the last two flaps at the top, above the
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cuticle. I squeezed her finger in my hand harder than I should have, held it longer than I 
should.
“You must work in an office.” She flexed the finger back and forth, investigated 
the fit of the bandage.
“Why’d you say that?” Suddenly bashful. Like I’d shown up naked for work, or 
asked how a dead relative was doing.
“Soft hands.” All I could think about was touching her again, having my hands 
on her face, her neck, running them through that blonde hair. Pulling her closer, harder, 
peeling off her clothes like that wrapper on the band-aid. With my teeth.
“I just started working in an office last year.” For my son. To be near my son. 
“Before that?”
“Driver. I drove for a living.” My heart beat faster. My bones began to ache. 
“Trucks?”
“Yeah. Listen, I was hoping maybe—”






I‘m leaving you, she said. First thing in almost a week. Got the suitcases from storage, 
dragged them up the three flights of stairs to our apartment. She cleaned them with
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water, slowly wiped away the years of dust with a rag. Emptied drawers of her clothes. 
Her sweaters folded neatly on one side of the bed, her skirts, pants, underwear— 
everything else—on the other. She took a long time to pack, filling old handbags with 
pictures and knickknacks, jewellery, the hand-painted Prince Albert miniatures we got 
from her parents. When she was done, she asked me to carry them into the other 
bedroom, put them beside the tiny bed. Jake’s bed.
“Just breathe. Inhale for the count of ten. Hold for ten. Exhale for ten. Hold for ten.” 
His pencil scratched endlessly while he talked, marking sheets of paper, hunched over 
that cherry lacquered desk. “Keep it even. Count each breath. Focus on each breath.”
I’m not sure I ever saw anything but the wisps of snowy hair at the top of his 
head—I wouldn’t recognize him on the street. Stupid fucken office. Shadows 
everywhere. I could barely see my hand in front of my face. Every time I try to cross my 
legs, the leather creaks, the side table rattles, nearly tips the box of Kleenex, and sends 
the stress-balls rolling. The clock ticks incessantly in the background, and I swear, I hear 
water gurgling and running somewhere in the room.
“James. Jack. John.”
“What?” he asks, pencil slowing to a stop, blue eyes peering above the rim of his 
half glasses.
“Jake, I said. Jake.”
He put his pencil down above the pad of yellow legal paper, leaned deeply into 
his chair. Outside, the streetcars clatter to a halt, wince as they shudder to life.
“What?” He glares intently. Probably the first time I’d ever seen his face.
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“Her name. It’s Jacquelyn.”
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Four on the Floor 
Dan
So, I walk in, right—only took me two fucken hours to find her building—and 
I’m hit with this stench, like a whole pile of catshit. I’m about two seconds from 
puking—I don’t deal well with catshit—and I think how the hell can anyone live in this 
mess? And I’m about ready to leave, really, just roll my suitcase—one of those little jobs 
with wheels for old ladies or whatever—roll it right along behind me as I walk my ass out 
the door. But I don’t.
I even turn around. I’m this close—this fucken close to just walking back to the 
bus station. I mean it. I was on the bus for almost fourteen hours, I couldn’t even sleep 
‘cuz I was crushed against the window by like fifty pillows—the old bag next to me must 
have been going to a craft show or something, her knitting needles clicking clicking 
clicking as she made these stupid little pillow cozies—and when I finally got off, stiff and 
sore as all hell, I waited for-fucken-ever just to get a cab. Jesus.
Finally I get there. Yellow boat swings in—my last twenty bucks—and I’m 
praying, just praying that she didn’t spot the cab pull up with me in it—and I see her 
place. Small apartment, looks like it was built a hundred years ago, the red brick all 
chipped and washed out looking, the five feet o f  lawn between the building and the 
rutted, slanty sidewalk is just dirt, and, as I go to yank open the cracked glass door, this 
guy—no shirt, leaning against the wall, huge jeans cinched around the bottom half of his 
ass, fingering a massive gold cross—tries to sell me bud.
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But I’m alright ‘cuz I don’t even have any money. So I tell the guy, “Listen. I’m 
tapped. Sorry.” I even crack my wallet to prove I’m dry. Then he says “What about 
credit?” And I have no idea what the hell he’s talking about, so I say all smart assed “Got 
something worked out with AMEX have you?” Then he tells me to give him my credit 
card, report it stolen in an hour, and he’ll drop me an ounce bag of dope, right then, right 
there. I glance around, but there’s nothing, I mean nothing, except for a shitty little strip 
bar across the street—parking lot empty, windows covered with tinfoil—-and nobody 
around. And I don’t even know what the hell I’m doing messing with this kid, when all I 
can think about is sneaking into the building, finding her apartment, and knocking at the 
door.
I make the trade. Anyway, I open the door to the front of her place—my head 
nearly blown clear off by the smell of catshit—and there are flyers and bills and ripped 
envelopes dumped everywhere except for the recycling bin placed next to the mailboxes. 
And I don’t even know what number her apartment is. I’m thinking Ho-lee Shit, I 
actually made it. Fourteen hours, all my money, and I’m right outside her door. But now 
what? I find her name and apartment number—408—on the register, but I can’t buzz her 
and wreck the surprise, so I gotta wait it out, right?
Well after about a thousand hours in that stank brown entrance—my ass 
completely numb from sitting on the small suitcase that has everything I own in it—I see 
a small, round, Chinese lady coming down the short steps adjusting her wicker purse, 
checking for keys. My heart begins to pound, really pound, and I start to get a bit of a 
buzz in the front of my head. Here it comes, I think, one foot after the other, one step at 
time. And I’m through, flying down the murky halls, each foot landing solid on the black
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and white linoleum, passing smoke yellow doors, whispering the numbers—202, 203,
204. Each doorway smelling different—like wet dog, pan-fried hamburger, cigars—and 
sounding different—blaring television, shrieking babies, carpenters pounding.
Finally I get to the fourth, breathing heavy, arms aching from clunking that 
suitcase up all those stairs, and it’s silent. Not a single noise on the whole floor—402,
403—but I swear I can smell her perfume, her soap or whatever. Like peaches, like fresh 
laundry. My head is all dreamy—I don’t know whether it’s just nerves or whatever, or 
the walk up the four flights of stairs with that heavy suitcase whacking me in the ankles 
every two seconds, but I could barely see, and it had nothing to do with light.
I get to her doorway—408—and I can’t make myself knock. I can hear footsteps 
inside, back and forth, back and forth, and I think for a second that she saw me out front. 
But she couldn’t have. I take a huge breath, and I reach out my hand—trembling, 
actually trembling. I just brush the door with my fingertips, and I think I’m going to 
collapse. Die right then, right there. But before I even know it, I reach out my fist, knock 
three times.
The footsteps just stop. I nearly burst a blood vessel straining to hear anything 
beyond that door, anything. Every minute, every single second, breaks my mind in 
two—my heart fucken racing, hands shaking, sweat pouring out—until I hear her tiptoe 
over, quietly slip the peephole cover up, the faint tap of her silver ring as she lays her 
hands softly against the door. I take a step back, straighten up, and brush the lint from 
my jacket. I stand there for twenty full minutes before anything happens. Then the 
peephole cover falls, swinging on its hinge. And the sound of metal fitting into metal, 
grinding its way through. A deadbolt slid home, locking into place.
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Rick
My eyes snap open, and there’s this sound, like a dog choking to death, or puking 
under the bed or something. Breathless, you know, like somebody couldn’t get air into or 
out of their lungs, except in these staccato little coughs. I freak a bit, waking up to this 
dying dog, dropped cutlery clanging to the tile in the kitchen, and I’m surrounded by pale 
yellow. Blankets, walls, pillows—
Ok. Roll back. I’m at The Fox, like four beers and three lines in. The drip starts 
in the back of my throat, my gums are totally numb, and I-am fuck-en fly-ing. Without 
question I’m getting laid tonight. With a half-gram of blow left? No doubt. No doubt.
So I circle, hover above the peanut shells, slip along the dark oak, checking legs up to 
asses up to tits up to faces, measuring angles, curves. And I see these long smooth stems, 
a perfect peach of an ass, and dirty blond curls. She’s against the bar, back to me, one 
foot on the brass footrest, and leaning. I come around to see her face, and when I finally 
weave through all the tables and the people standing, she’s checking me. It’s like she’s 
transfixed. Serious fuck-me eyes.
Forty-five minutes later Stacey and I are in a cab on the way to her place. Her 
fingers looping up and down my thigh, she’s snuggling against my chest. I’m gliding my 
hands over each tiny step of her back, all the way up to her neck. She’s fucken 
electrified, pulsing closer, breath catching when I pause, sucked back when I continue. 
The cabbie keeps eyeballing us in the rear-view, afraid we’d mess up his seats or 
something.
This guy takes the scenic route to her apartment, and I’m ready to burst by the 
time we get there. I stumble out onto the road, slip the driver a twenty, and tell him to
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keep the change. Then he looks at me, smiles, and says “Have a good night,” and takes 
off. Smart-ass. I turn around, and Stacey is drunk, and I mean hammered, swaying on 
her high heels, searching relentlessly for her keys, shit dropping out of her purse. There 
are lipsticks rolling around on the sidewalk, tissues catching in the grass, and every so 
often she like, shakes her purse to hear the jingle of her key ring, says “I know they’re in 
here somewhere.”
Well shit. Here I am, supercharged, batteries the size of fucking watermelons, 
and this broad suddenly gets toasted in the cab on the way home. What a fucking waste 
of good coke. So I figure, nothing much is going to happen. She’ll pass out, vomit or 
something, and I, being the gentleman, will make a graceful but disappointed exit. My 
night, fucked. Too late to go back to the bar, and this road, obviously a dead-end.
But no, not even close. When she finally manages to dredge up her keys, we go 
inside, take the stairs to the fourth floor, and the second we’re in her apartment, she’s 
fucken all over me. Tearing at the buttons on my shirt, my belt, gripping into my hair. I 
mean, this is not what I expected. I’m into it, but I start to freak a bit because I remember 
her slurring and stumbling around outside the building, and I keep seeing waterfalls of 
vomit flash through my mind. I’m a bit hesitant, but I go along for the ride, because hey, 
worse come to worst, it’ll be a good story.
We’re kissing, undressing, slammed into the kitchen wall, rattling the clock over 
the doorframe. I’m all over her, squeezing that perfect ass, sliding beneath her black bra, 
reaching around to the strap and giving her the magic one-hand release. Now we’re in 
the bedroom, grappling, and I slip my hand down her near-perfect stomach, but she 
catches my wrist, just below the belly button. So fucken close. Yeah, her period.
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Whether she’s on it or not, doesn’t matter, but she says she is. I mean really. What broad 
goes to the bar, takes someone home knowing full well that she’s under restriction? Shit, 
situations like this, I think those tribal huts they got for crimson week in Africa are a 
damned good idea. Anyway, I half expected the red card anyway, so I’m not surprised. 
But she knows where it’s at, so I don’t even have to lead her by the ears—if you know 
what I’m saying.
So we both pass out, I’m exhausted, she’s wasted. Next thing I know, I half jump 
out of bed thinking I’m having a heart attack, it’s morning, I’m alone in a sea of yellow, 
and there’s this dog retching somewhere in the apartment. So I get up to see what the 
hell this crazy noise is about, and it’s her. Yeah, she’s melting down the wall, slipping 
towards the tile in the short hallway. I think she’s choking to death, so I rush over, grab 
her in my arms, ready to give the Heimlich or whatever, but she immediately turns and 
slams her lips onto mine, hangover breath and all. And she moves fast, and hard, drags 
me down to the floor, rips her own clothes off, pulling me closer, closer, until I’m inside 
hitting my groove, her nails raking my back, legs locked around my waist. It was fucken 
nuts. And did I call it? Did I fucken call it? Period, my ass.
Warren
Guy steps up, trips over the curb as he gets out of the cab, slips the thief driver a 
twenty. This guy ain’t from around here, paying that fucken criminal like that. They 
don’t even chase anymore. Not in this neighbourhood. Might get capped cornin’ around 
a comer. BAP!BAP! And he’s fucken history, never mind feeding the old lady and his 
brats or whatever, fucken history. Lawless, I’m tellin’ you. Law-Less.
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So this tourist pulls his old-lady bag out of the back, wheels it up to the doorway 
where I’m clockin’. Fucken trailer trash, all long hair, leather boots, and a jean jacket 
like its nineteen eighty-five or some shit, rocking on his heels, his jeans so tight, when he 
was half out of the cab I thought he was a broad. I’m serious, walnuts split along the 
great divide. Looked like a skid ballerina, a Warrant patch on his breast pocket—I’m 
serious, a Warrant patch, like it was nineteen eighty-five or some shit.
So he steps up and I’m thinking, NARC. And I’m ready to just POW1POW! break 
his fucken jaw, kick those pearlies into the back of his pork-sucking throat, boot hell out 
of his ribs. But you know, he’s all like, polite—nothing to prove, no fucken flexing and 
strutting, no balls in his walk—and so I think for a second. Push this guy into a buy, see 
what he’s got in the billfold, and then put foot to ass, you know what I’m sayin’? So I 
asks him, “Yo. You lookin’?” Like the inbred cornflake he is, says, “lookin’ for what?” 
and I’m all shee-it. This goldilocks is definitely not in Kansas. But you know, unity in 
the herb. And I know he ain’t a cop, ‘cuz if he were, I woulda been face-fucken-first into 
the comer of the brick building, spitting gold chiclets, my ass bundled up and sent to 
holding, fifteen minutes flat. So I put it into language he could understand, you know, all 
“I got some of this here marriage-you-wanna. Y’all interested?” He’s all hummin’ and 
hawin’, trying not to sound pussy, and he tells me he’s spent. Even cracks his wallet, and 
I’m serious, moths flew out. This guy is soup-kitchen material, and I can’t even make a 
sale, right?
Wrong. He cracks his wallet—and there’s like a groove in the leather, yeah, a 
rubber from like the medieval times, for real—and I notice he’s got plastic. This guy 
wants to score, his mouth watering, just watering when I say “marriage-you-wanna,” and
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I can see the hologram just twinkling right, and my mind starts to percolate this shit.
“Well what about credit?” and I know it throws this red-neck for a loop, he ain’t got no 
clue. I mean, what’s the harm? Slim ain’t gonna pull no shit—no room for a piece in 
those jeans—and if  he steps wrong, he knows I’m gonna break his fucken jaw. Besides, ' 
this cat ain’t got nowhere to run, pulling that little granny-bag behind him.
For real, I put the word out and he’s smoked. I put Rodney facefirst into the curb, 
and now nobody’s gonna stand up when I yell sit. I mean shit. That brother is a fucken 
testament. Ain’t killed nobody, I ain’t ever had to, ‘cuz since Rodney got out of the 
hospital, he sorta developed a twitch, he can’t even use his left hand, and you know, now 
he st-st-stutters. Can barely spit out his own name. Lawless, I’m tellin’ you.
I gotta break it down for David Lee Roth here, get us on the same page, so I’m all 
“Look, you give me your credit card, I give you the O-bag, you call your bank all ‘my 
card was stolen’ and our business is through. Just give me an hour.” Right away, I know 
that ol’ David Lee here has a dilemma. He’s dying to score, he’s got no coin, and I just 
gave him an option. But it’s more than just the O-bag, I mean come on, it ain’t smack 
he’s buying.
Push come to shove, he wants the baggie, but he’s all sketchy like, looking up at 
the apartments, ready to duck into the doorway, like he’s waiting for the bullet. I wanna 
make this fast, so I say to him “Your old lady can’t see shit. You want the dope or not?”
It was like I pressed a button, or some light bulb went on or whatever. David pulls out 
his credit card, slaps it into my palm, and all cool and collected and shit, says to me 
“Yeah. An ounce, right?” I’m serious! This cat plays bumpkin or whatever, but he’s got 
the balls to make it happen. I hike up the leg of my jeans, pull the full baggie from my
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sock, and hand it over. Calm, cool, and collected. David’s got it in his pocket, and he’s 
through the door before I can even wipe the sweat from my brow. Now my hour is up. 
Off the clock, I reach to my other pant leg, hike up my jeans for the piece I got strapped 
to my ankle. Slowly, I uncock that hammer, nudge the safety on. Lawless, you know. 
Law-Less.
Stacey
I heard the car door slam. Four months here and nothing surprises you. Not the 
hookers on all fours in the alley beside the strip joint, their knees cut to shit, sucking cock 
almost in plain view from my kitchen window. Not fights—even when a guy was almost 
killed in March. Saw it with my own eyes. He wasn’t moving, face down on the street, 
and two other guys—probably drug dealers, their pants big enough to upholster an entire 
living room—were prying open his jaw, making him bite the curb. I mean Jesus Christ. 
They were kicking him, over and over, kicking, kicking, kicking. The guy was limp 
when they pushed his head into the asphalt, cleared their throats and horked into his face. 
I’d just picked up the phone when I saw the flickering blue and red lights through the 
window. And what did the fucken police do? The would-be murderers—one second 
away from killing that poor bastard—took off. Those fat cops just stood there, smoking.
I guess they called an ambulance at least, because one came like twenty minutes later.
But they didn’t even check the guy, didn’t even put out their cigarettes.
I don’t even know why I noticed the door. Up to my neck in dishwater, scrubbing 
crusted egg from the frying pan with steel wool. Randy or Rich or whoever wheezing his 
ass off in my bedroom. I’d scrubbed too hard and tore open the yellow rubber glove,
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skinned the shit out my knuckle. It was pretty deep, blood dripped into the sink, a bright 
red ribbon in the oil-slick on top. I was so tired, so damn tired from the night before.
Still in my housecoat, I hadn’t even showered. My hair was frizzed into a half-assed 
ponytail, and stale beer and smoke sweated right out of me. That day, I was definitely a ' 
dirty blonde.
But who cares. It was cleaning day—I didn’t expect anybody. My apartment was 
disgusting, I hadn’t lifted a finger in like a week. I was making a list in my head, 
washing the blood from my hand. Finish dishes, put in a load of laundry, vacuum, wash 
floors. I saw the cab swing in, idle. I swore I saw him the night before, slide onto the 
dance floor with some slut redhead, nearly do her right her there in front of everyone. I 
nearly choked to death on my gum, almost poked my eye out with the straw in my drink. 
When I realized it wasn’t him, I got another vodka. Stayed way later than I meant to.
What if I was fucken imagining things? Here was this guy out front, looked like 
him—in this neighbourhood, good chance he just got out of prison or something—and 
what was I supposed to do? Call out like fucken Rapunzel? So I just watched as he paid 
the driver, hustled his suitcase up over the curb. Then he started talking to this guy 
wearing a huge gold cross—and I knew the guy, saw him last March, two seconds away 
from crushing this poor kid’s head against the curb.
He was buying dope. Dan. Why the hell did you have to show up now? Dick in 
the other room should have left before the crack of dawn like any normal guy, but didn’t. 
Jesus Christ, I was a mess, my apartment was a fucken mess, and now here’s Dan, 
probably right outside my door. What was I supposed to do? I couldn’t even get rid of 
Rich/Rick, in case they met up in the hallway. I thought about him on that bus, fourteen
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hours from the only place he’d ever been. We hadn’t talked in months. Dan would never 
have even bought the ticket, but here he was, probably making his way through the 
hallways, looking for my apartment. For chrissake, I’d left for good. And everything got 
said—everything that wanted to be said, that needed to be said—and nobody owed 
anybody anything. I didn’t want to cry, wake the fat shifty bastard still passed out in my 
bedroom. Not now. Not, now.
Forty-five minutes and the buzzer hadn’t gone, there was no knock at the door, 
and Rip Van Winkle hadn’t even rolled over. Finally, I heard it. The clunk of the 
suitcase on each step. Swishing jeans, boots thudding closer and closer on the linoleum.
I thought I was having a heart attack, about to pass out. But then the footsteps just 
stopped, and I knew for sure that he was right outside the door. I was waiting for the 
knock to hit me square in the forehead, drop me to my knees. But there was nothing. I 
was pacing, back and forth, back and forth. I couldn’t stop myself. Until three soft taps 
on the door.
I froze. Counted the soft wheezes from the bedroom. Took me forever just to 
slide the cover off the peephole and look. He was standing there, feet planted, ready to 
be tackled, biting the comer of his lip. His dark brown hair was much longer, he’d 
shaved the sideburns, bought a new jacket. And there was nothing I could do. Just a 
nobody, walking and knocking at my door—as if  they weren’t a dream. So I just looked 
at him through the fisheye as he put his hands in his pockets, took them out again, put 
them in again. I don’t know how long we both just stood there, but finally I let the 
peephole cover fall, swing on its hinge. I slid the deadbolt home, locked it down. I might 
have screamed, sobbed, broken dishes, punched a hole in the wall, because suddenly Rick
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was there, on top, over, slid into me. We were fucking, pressed against each other. 
Locked into place.
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Parentela
She squealed when the needle popped through, slivering into vein. Nails 
scrabbled the stainless steel counter, paws flailed, stroking towards the edge. Twenty 
seconds, and my arms curled tight around that nosing slope of silver and black, 
burrowing against my chest. Twenty seconds, and the twitching breath of her heaved 
wetly through my wrinkled shirt and tie and into my skin, seized, and then shuddered out. 
Jesus. Jessica stilled, wound in plastic, bundled together, and wheeled away. The 
second, unused injection pushed back through the rubber lip of the bottle, the glass 
chamber separated, silver lancet plunked into the plastic container.
“Contamination is irrelevant,” the vet answered, scribbling and sticking an 
illegible note on her file, “for this treatment, it doesn’t matter if  anything is passed from 
animal to animal.”
“Treatment?” Shooting a dog full of tranquilizers, burning the body, and then 
reusing the juice? “Seems more like a liquidation.”
“I guess ‘treatment’ is a shitty way of saying it.” Forms filled, his watch checked, 
a red ‘x’ marked where I should initial. “Maybe you can get another husky when you get 
to Spain.” He gestured with the clip of his pen toward the breeding tree, the husky line 
almost completely obliterated by the glare from the fluorescent light, and the off-white 
expanse of the floor, walls, and ceiling. “Probably cost you its weight in gold, though.”
“Brazil. No, I don’t think so.”
“Well, you’d have to find a breeder, or worse, import, go through quarantine—”
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“No, I mean about the dog.”
“Oh. Of course.” He slid over the file, the pen, and rolled his stool towards the 
far counter for the clipboard. “Take the file to Ellen at the front,” he said scooting back, 
“remind her that it only took one shot.”
“Thanks.”
“Don’t mention it. When do you leave?”
“About two weeks left.” Fifteen days. Two weeks to pack, ship our things, say 
our goodbyes. One day in the airport, plane, airport. Hopefully, only a week or two 
before we’re settled in a place, starting work. Eventually, a dam, built line-by-line, brick- 
by-brick, churning enough power to candle up a city—let alone a gold mine.
“Been there before?”
“No, never.”
“Well when you get there, take advantage of the beach.”
The forms trembled in my hand. “Thank-you.” The door croaked ajar.
“And find yourself some Brazilian princess.”
“Actually, Jos and I—”
“Right, Jocelyn. How is she?”
The jeep snickered into growl. Twenty-six dollars for the shot, three hundred and 
fifty for the disposal. The crinkled, moist receipt half-anchored to the seat by her collar, 
comers furling in the open window’s rush. How is Jocelyn? Getting fat and fucking 
pregnant, thank-you for asking. Her stomach swelling like a zit, waiting for the child to 
pop out screaming. The rest of her natural life to get over the scar, I guess, or all of it
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drowned in the roar of a plane winging over the mountains, the rainforest, down through 
the hanging smog of the city and into a totally different life. Could have dropped Jess at 
the Humane Society, I guess. Someone might have taken her.
The road swerved off and under the overpass, curling into a street of apartment 
buildings, their endless windows pointed out and over the lake, toward the flurries of 
gulls and whitecaps. Farther along, a large park. Its twisted paths so covered with 
dogshit that night joggers tie plastic bags around their shoes, clump asphalt and barely 
distinguishable logs of shit evenly in the gloom. Farther, our squat building, a two- 
bedroom apartment, ground level so the dog could be tethered at night, let out for a quick 
run in the morning. Two months, and it will be summer, the cool fingers of the lake 
breeze prickling the backs of our necks. We probably won’t have to wear jackets to the 
airport.
The jeep churned gravel, nudging into visitors parking, the old spot already given 
away. Through the glass double doors, down the orange hall, the tracks of fluorescent 
lights down to the stairwell, each joint of the long tubes blackened at their kiss. Our 
door, still wreathed in Christmas, though it’s almost May.
“Jos. Hello?”
“I’m gonna be the size of a lucking house.” Her voice muffled through the 
bedroom door. The collar, the receipt, her leash, clunking to the kitchen table. Jesus. 
“And I’m not wearing pants.”
“I dropped her off.” Tension split evenly from scalp into neck.
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“I’ll pretend to be asleep, you take my picture. We’ll make a mint on the 
Internet.” She gasped loudly, un/dressing for dinner. The fridge door huffed open and 
swung closed, vapour clouding the neck of the pulled beer.
“Fuck!” The bottle smashed, foam boiling up through glass shards. The neck 
garrotted, though still whole, its hairline fracture so precisely edged.
“Everything ok out there?”
“I just dropped a fucking bottle.”
“Mop it with water—we don’t want ants.” The door slid open along the grey
carpet.
“Taa Daa!” Jocelyn, standing in the short hallway, her blond hair tied in a bun, 
gold earrings, pendant, slim down to the burgeoning cauldron of her belly, the problem of 
narrow hips. A purple dress with blue flowers blurred into the background. “What do 
you think?”
“Nice curtains.”
“My tits are getting bigger. Can you tell?”
“Trade-off. So’s your ass.”
“Don’t be smart. I can barely squeeze into my old bras. Rob-ert, there’s beer 
everywhere.”
“I know.” The glass swept, the plastic pail slowly filling at the sink. “Jos, let’s 
not go tonight. I really don’t feel up to it.”
“Miranda and Peter are probably already on their way, and we probably won’t get 
another chance to see them before we go. Can’t you even mop?”
“It’s fine the way I’m doing it.”
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“In a month the kitchen will be crawling with bugs.”
“In a month I’ll be swamped with all new families of parasites.”
“Come on, I’ll finish this. We’ll be late.”
“You’ll be late. I’ll be slicing whole minutes off the sentence.”
“Jesus, Robert. You haven’t even shaved today. You look like a rusty brillo pad.” 
True enough. Shaggy brown hair and stubble, already streaked with grey.
“I’m surprised you didn’t say porcupine.”
“You’re not the porky one. Your shirts from the cleaners are hanging in the
closet.”
“Look, they’re your friends, you go. Say I’m sick or something.”
“Fine, Robert. Fine. What will you do?”
“Probably go to the park.”
“For a run, or to get stoned?”
“Both, probably.”
“Jesus. Did you at least meet with the insurance guy?”
“I was a little distracted. I am sure I’ll get to it tomorrow.”
“What the hell did you do all day?”
The men waited along the side of the road, worn, tired, as the gliding crest and brakeless 
surge of the bus loped forward over hills, curved through trees, snarled out of the 
background. The steel lunchbox nestled into the long grass, insulated with rubber against 
rock-dust and cordite and jagged metal shavings, bugs. Vibrating. Almost soundless. 
Hefted onto the yellow school bus, its windows taped, paint flaking, snub-nosed, and
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acned with rust. The quiet hive wedged between his coverall knees, the seat tom and 
shedding. The bus shuddered into life, humped and skipped along the pocked gravel 
road, passed villages, huts. Blankets swung drying on clotheslines strung between mud 
and straw brick homes, penned chickens pecked grubs from the dark earth. Squared rows' 
of wheat and cassava tucked against jungle, while birds clamoured into the hazy, sore­
eyed dawn.
Chirrup. Chirrup. The cricket background to each push, each breath heaved, each stride 
along the twining ribbon of asphalt, by the lake, over hills and around trees. The absence 
of her precise gait, her continual lunge against the twisted leather leash, the absence of 
leash, of scraping paws, of even pant. How quiet the thud of bagged running shoes, the 
swish of nylon as one leg brushed against the other. Acid jolted through calves, through 
thighs, its burning grip into shoulders, chest. Rest. Rest here. The park bench shadowed 
beneath a budding lilac, the path light flickered (a small cloud of moths). Water slipped 
from the zippered waist pouch, swigged, and re-capped. Behind, the city smudged into 
dusk, the sky’s pink lash slimming into lake. Jos called from the car. I am so, so, sorry. 
How was it? Are you ok?
How was it? A prick. Something small put in, something huge taken out. How 
the hell do you think it was? She died nosing into the crook of my arm, body shaking, 
but together, held together. I know she’s gone because I have the receipt, I’ll put it in the 
shoe-box along with her bill of sale, her breeder’s certificate, her stupid collar and leash, 
and that’s the final fucking chapter in her life, isn’t it? I’m sorry, you must feel terrible, 
I’ll tell them you weren’t up to it. Tell them what you want, they’re your friends. Go
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easy, go easy. The cupped lighter caught, crackled, the first pull of bluish pot-smoke 
exhaled, crowding the orange halo of light.
Chirrup. Chirrup. Grassblades blown shivering in the dusk. That goddamn mutt 
chewed up the strap on my Donna Karan shoes.
Checkpoint A. Countless assault rifles turreted from window to window, swayed slowly 
the length of the vehicle. ID. ID, now. Everyone. The middle-aged preto and escuro 
workers dug photopasses from soiled layers, unclipped them from pockets and woven 
belts with their smashed, blackened fingers. You, ID. ID, now. The others stared out the 
dust-smudged windows, avoided sharing the man’s stiff tremble, missed his quiet shame. 
The box clenched, its vibe washed into the engine’s sputtering, the droning bass of the 
waterfall in the distance. Lift the gate. Go. Go. He clumped down the short steps, 
clutched his dog-eared list to his side, swinging the extent of his arm. The gate lifted, the 
door unfolded, and the bus teetered into drive.
Chirrup. Chirrup. Red and green blinkers lit the sails and small craft headed to 
dock, canoers paddling into shore. How the hell are we supposed to raise a kid when we 
can’t even commit to a sick dog. I didn’t commit to a dog (bullshit), I accepted 
gracefully. Huge sacrifice on your part then. Part of the package, good and bad. You 
mean settled. I didn’t settle, don’t put words in my mouth, the dog—sick or not—was 
yours. Still is, I have the bill to prove it. Why are you taking this tone? Why are you? 
You’re mental, you know that Robert? Absolutely mental. Yeah, right—I ’m the one 
living in fantasyland. Look, I was preoccupied. With dinner, the pretentious fucks you
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worked with. I’m sorry. You sound sorry. So what, you want to manage a toy store 
your whole life? No, I just want my life. Well here it is sweetie, call it what you want— 
settling, accepting, whatever—it’s a day planner open on the table. I could say the same 
to you, you know, look down at that life weighted like a tumour—‘course your book’s 
already filled, isn’t it? Our book, asshole, ours.
Her head hung heavy in my hands, did you imagine that? Me crying my goddamn 
eyes out, no matter how I tried to just stop all that shit in (I’m sorry). Wanna know why? 
So she wouldn’t know, so her last moment wasn’t occupied with anything but how my 
face felt pressed against hers, how I smelled, the hand stroking her throat, her heaving 
chest (oh, Robert). And I fucking blew it.
Checkpoint B. Again the passes. Coffee stains on the list, smeared ink, the paper wet 
and thin. A nearly transparent buffer lay between a day at work and a blunt-tipped bullet 
through the back of the head, arms butterflied, fingers gripping hair, and kneeling along 
the roadside. A crackling burst would echo, the farmers only a few kilometres away bent 
mechanically, intently over their broken tills, as an unremarked body keeled over, 
sloughing into the waist-high grass. The bus cleared, slinking forward down the road. 
That precious box clamped tightly, its payload ripening, the sides inward bent.
“What do you want to do?” Jos had gasped, her head flush with mine on the pillow. Still 
aglow, sluiced in sweat. The night’s bruise lightening into dawn. Outside, the occasional 
car parked, snow scraped and stomped from boots, the soft clap of doors. Jess was curled 
into the floor of the closet, her eyes slitted with sleep.
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“I don’t know, it’s always a polite brush-off, maybe a short interview, we’ll keep 
you on file.” Tremors sparked, belly out.
“And now...” She purred, eyelids heavy.
“Now, I don’t know what we should do. Brazil’s half-way across the world.” 
“The plight of the dam-builder.”
“That’s the thing. Who the hell remembers what they learned in university.” 
“Back-up. I’m pretty sure it won’t be your dam. Experience, you see.”
“Four years out, I can’t even remember how to hold a pencil.” Read a schematic, 
trace a straight line.
“Do or die then.” She blinked.
“Lots o f builders, little to be built.”
“Do you still want this?”
“I don’t know if I can handle any more blitzkrieg Christmases, militant mothers 
scrambling for tickle-me-elmos, if  that’s what you mean.”
“Then take it.”
“There are other things to consider.”
“Like?” Her hand stifled a yawn.
“Like engineers are captured by guerrillas all the time—”
“—in Brazil? You’re mental—”
“—held for ransom, beaten, executed, a two-tonne spool of cable falling from 
fifty-five feet, a fucking bomb smuggled past security in a lunch pail, punching hell 
through the dam wall, sending the solid-steel supports sky-high. Like Jessica dying 
scabby and underfed in quarantine—”
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“Whoa, snail’s pace please. Bottom line?”
“Bottom line, there’s a lot at stake besides what I want to do.”
“Like the baby.” Her eyes, so clear.
“Like the baby.” My stomach twisted into knots.
“Driving is risky.” Her hand slid from beneath the pillow, clasped mine against 
the faint camber of her belly.
“Conditionally,” I’d said.
Chirrup. Chirrup. The last burning gasp as the hot roach dropped, sparking as it rolled 
along the asphalt, before squashed into the ground. The buzz heated to frenzy, tingled 
crossed legs, itching into crotch. The moths slow into haze. Jesus Christ. If everything 
could be so crystal, like bubbles meandering to the surface, the clear bottle held up to the 
light. Sipped water crisp in a parched mouth. Not this swirling, this blender of 
everything. The tornado shortened half-full in the bottle, my pivoting wrist stilled. 
Widespread poverty, systemic racism, multinational rape, warlords, AIDS unchecked— 
but they will take your contract, a couple years of your life, blood, sweat. Forget about 
heartworm, distemper as a pup, or your fucking fleas, though.
Jos, is it always going to slip, uncontained, right through our fingers? All of it. 
Every last second stuttering into the next, twirling away and back, but different. There’s 
no storm, none, but pauses, pauses, pauses.
As the bus full of workers ploughed into its brake there were men waiting—military, not 
company. They motioned the bus forward, waving their gloved hands, rifles strapped,
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jutting from the hip. Forward. The bus crept. Arretez. Palm raised. Stop, stop. The 
door folded open, the keys turned quiet in the ignition. Come on. Out, out. The men 
stood as one, plucking their rusty lunch boxes, pinching crosses, as they filed down the 
steps and out, out. Thrust into a line against the bus, their shoulders gripped and thrown 
back into the brittle siding. You too, come on, out. The electric hum of the lunchbox 
pressed against the man’s thigh as he stepped down and against the bus. All of your 
passes, escuro, preto dogs. Passes, now, now, now. They wore their tags, dangling from 
their necks, from the pockets on their clothes. Everything on the ground, all you carry, 
now. Place your hands on your filthy heads, beasts. The man did as he was told, placed 
the jittering box between his feet, lengthened his back against the bus. His fingers locked 
together, pinned where his skull met his neck. The lieutenant, the guard, turned his back 
to the line of men, faced his primed, steady soldiers, snapped his fingers quickly in the 
air—
“—MISTERMISTERMISTER!” A boy, nine or ten at most, and soaked, his 
clothes drooping heavy, emerged through the trees, struggled, tripped, climbed gasping, 
gasping. “MISTERMYDAD, MYDAD!” He flailed, slipped sideways, righted along the 
path. “HE’SDROWNING! DROWNING!” Dark hair plastered around his bone-white 
face, shivering, his arms circling his chest. It was almost pitch dark, the moon’s 
reflection lapping along the waves of the lake.
“Stop. Stop! Drowning? What?” The boy stumbled close, jaws cracking, 
chattered together. “JUST STOP IT AND TELL ME WHAT HAPPENED!” His
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shoulders wet and icy, his shirt stiffening between my fingers. Breath clouded around his 
blued lips, panting, his voice slurred.
“He’s in the, lake.” The boy gestured with his elbow, to the deep beyond the 
short stretch of trees. Jesus. So lost, I’d missed the cries that’d carried, pleading, from ' 
just off-shore. A canoe, barely visible in the moon’s refracted strobe, filled sideways 
with water. Life jackets pulsed, floating in the wash.
“Go to the store. Just right there beside that large apartment.” The building 
across from our place. “The guy’s name is Pat, tell him to call the police.” The nylon 
jacket slipped from my shoulders. “Here. Go. Go!”
The lunge forward, legs windmilled skidding planted, and slipping down the hill, 
the slick grass, and stumbling into the trees. Branches slapped back, mostly leafless, the 
needles from pines tearing into my face, hands, barbing into my shirt. The water closer, 
closer. Rocks and deadfall leapt, feet punting into the ground, earth and stones kicked up 
behind. The brunt of the attack against the back of my arms, face shielded from the 
blows. And through. Arms pumped at sides, as the terrain tricked into smooth stones. 
Water scrolled in against the beach, the jutting pier made up of huge slabs of rock. The 
canoe corkscrewed, drifting a few feet from the edge, the paddles spreading slowly. The 
water, for a split second, crystal. Dive.
The pitch and cold, blind, the air pushed from lungs and tangling, arms tangling in 
the silk nooses of weeds. And bursting through, the water ice, breath cut into throat— 
fingers snapped in the air, the men, tensed, their eyelids sealing shut—the canoe, ten 
lengths away, slipped just below the surface. Dive.
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Blackness—the air alive with bullets as the soldiers seized against their sputtering 
rifles, an even swath of muzzle-flash, choking dumb into wisps of dark smoke, the line of 
men pin-cushioned against the bus. Pierced livers, kidneys, faces mashed bloody, hair 
matted, skulls collapsing into their jaws—Breathe. Oh girl, I’m sorry. Jess, your poor, 
poor head, dipping into my arms, slowly, seeping into sleep. Dive. Tightened with cold, 
searing breath caught. Blackness—their bodies flung, slumping to the ground, the man, 
bubbles clustering at his mouth and nose, but stretching. The box sidelong a few feet 
away, its frenzy unheard, half-beached in blood’s slow crawl. Halted. The rifles 
silenced, steaming, coughed empty. The worker’s arms and legs splayed, steeped in thick 
crimson, fanning out from their limp bodies—Breathe. The canoe peaked, descending. 
Jos, what are we to do? What the hell can we do? Dive.
The water so black, there’s nothing, nothing, but eventually the stones, the jagged 
bottom, the beer cans fizzing rust. Blind, the water gelled between fingers gnarled with 
cold, but reaching, reaching. Weeds brushed cheeks softly, wrapping wrists, into eyes, 
unfurling gentle tongues. Deeper, deeper, the light starred above, twinkling, the police, 
whomever, reaching, reaching. The pressed weight of all that deep. That icy hand. 
Grasped.
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Half Stitches, Half Seam
Erika Ohmstead (almost Schiller) twisted the diamond solitaire around her finger ' 
absently, considered that she might be the loser that bled to death, tom apart inside and 
out on the shimmering, sudden evening she married Thom. He might be a cougar 
between the sheets, rapacious, grasping, released by the proximity of the kill, tearing and 
snarling. She imagined her long slim body wrapped in her grandmother’s dress, blonde 
hair cascading down the frilly pillow. Lit candles clustered around the bed, their glow 
circular, flickering shadows in the carbon-copy hotel room. And Thom in his jet black 
tux, stalking toward the bed, his nostrils flaring, eyes slitted, blond hair puffed wildly 
from the old-time rock’n’roll, the cheap champagne, the stress of a hundred and fifty 
guests. She could see the almost lazy grace, the blossoming intent behind his gleaming 
wire-rimmed glasses, and with it, the sudden pounce into pawing, ravaging, and 
shredding of her clothes and her body into long and winding ribbons.
Erika was tired. The student papers scattered throughout the coffee rings on her 
kitchen table reassured her that The Only Holy Creation is Procreation, Jesus was not a 
Follower (Don’t Fall fo r Peer Pressure), and offered, ominously—Highway to Hell: Sex 
and the Single Girl. Hand cramped from so much scribbling, eyes fuzzing out of focus, 
Erika dropped the red pen from her stiff and aching fingers, massaged her face and into 
her scalp. There is no God for these kids, not in any real way. The coffee beside her had 
cooled, the circular stain setting half-way in the mug.
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Enough. Thom would arrive momentarily, and she had barely scratched the 
surface of the papers that needed to be back next Monday, barely started the dishes piled 
precariously near the sink, given no thought to her laundry, the consultations with the 
haggard (drunken?) priest, her mother’s birthday, the rings, flowers, bridesmaid dresses, 
stationary, the cake, thongs in the classroom, lice—
The phone rang. It was Thom.
“Hi, running late. Lab was crazy today, crazy.” He garbled from his cell, 
swooshing traffic, the roar of the car or static congesting the line.
“It’s fine. I’m neck-deep in papers.”
“Listen. I’ve got like three things to do before I swing by your place. Can we do 
dinner on our own, and I’ll pick you up before the priest thing?” The reception got 
suddenly clearer. A car door slammed. He stepped out, making his way to the elevator 
in his high-rise.
“Yeah, I guess that’s fine. What happened at work?”
“Oh, nothing important. I gotta run, though. I’ll tell you when I see you.” Click. 
Priest-thing? You’d think he wasn’t raised Catholic, hadn’t stuck out that pink tongue 
and felt the wafer dissolve slowly into mush. His eye pressed to the microscope day in, 
day out, watching cells divide, drift lazily in droplets of blood, saliva, identifying 
sickness by counting fuzzy circles, day in, day out. Crazy? How could his day be crazy? 
Try keeping Patricks, Antonios, Miguels, and Matthews from lifting the girls’ plaid skirts 
for a peek, or keeping Theresas, Annes, Marys, and Christines from shuffling their skirts 
up past their knees, and rolling the excess material at the waist. Count as many ‘crazy’ 
cells as you want, Erika thought, it’s nothing like shepherding a soul.
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The question, however, was not whether the hormone junkies in her class wanted 
to procreate (holy, or not), but whether she did. With Thom. Thom the animal, frothing 
at the mouth, his hands blurred with speed, poking, prodding, twisting her like the knobs 
on his microscope, yet never coming into focus, never allowed close enough to see her 
trembling lines.
Erika poured herself another cup of steaming coffee, turned once again to the 
pristine papers she would soon bathe in red.
“I’m gonna miss that apartment, you know.” She stared out the window, the streetlights 
flickering past, dry leaves swirled up from the gutter as the car clipped along the narrrow 
street. People swaddled in scarves, bundled in resurrected winter jackets.
“Why? Sucks.” Thom at the wheel. His foot planted resolutely on the gas. For 
him there was speeding, and there was efficiency. Erika couldn’t tell the difference, but 
somehow, Thom could.
“Dunno. My first and only place.”
“Yeah, but the flaking paint, the cracks in the wall, the burst pipe, that disgusting 
mould. I’m sure you can live without all that.”
“I suppose.” The car veered over and up the on-ramp, streamed smoothly into the 
current of traffic.
He lit a cigarette and churned open the window, the smoke rolling up from ember 
to roof, sucked erratically out the slim opening. “What is this guy gonna ask us, 
anyways?”
“Are you serious, Protestant spy?”
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“Ha-ha.”
“I cannot believe, not for a second, that this is all new to you.” He had to be 
pulling her leg. The blinker blinked, tic-tic, tic-tic, and Thom made no move to cancel it.
“Well sore-ree. I didn’t real-ize you’d been married before.” The window 
unwound further, the cigarette flicked out and behind the travelling car. Tic-tic, Tic-tic. 
The trapped smoke draped shallowly above their heads.
“Come off it. I just don’t get how a guy raised Catholic could not know what 
goes down between the betrothed and the priest.”
“Well, dear, it was enough for my mother that we crunched the cardboard and 
slurped the grape juice when offered. Pressed our palms together and mouthed the words 
if  we had to. Even more importantly, that we were quiet when we did it.” Tic-tic, tic-tic. 
“Oh come on—”
“I’m serious. Good Catholics are quiet. Ask my bro’.”
“Father Frank just wants to make sure our babies will be penitent and 
unwavering.”
“Your babies.”
“Our babies. Be polite, no funny stuff.”
“Fine, but I’m not answering anything I don’t want to.”
“Fine.”
“He’s not going to pry is he?”
“Of course he’s going to pry. He’s a priest.”
“Voyeur.”
“Come off—”
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“—I am not answering anything about jerking off.”
“Thom, you’re not in highschool anymore, self-pollution really becomes a 
secondary concern after that short phase of life has passed.”
“Fine, but if  he starts lecturing about spilling seed, I’m totally pulling a Martin 
Luther.” Tic-tic, tic-tic.
“Blasphemy!” Father Frank blazed, spittle flying from his narrow lips. Palms pressed 
into the washed out surface of his oak desk: the birth site of countless sermons, a handful 
of reconciliations, not more than a few indictments, and a drink or two for good measure. 
Spit globbed, suspended from his bristly grey chin, a metronome keeping each fevered, 
pointed glare in time. His head bobbed between Erika and Thom, blue eyes widening 
from the shrivelled walnut of his face. Suddenly constricted by his black robe, the 
snowy-white collar stiff into the skin-folds of his throat, Father Frank smouldered, a 
beacon in the dusk of that cramped office. On one side, the unlatched panorama of the 
church grounds, the small loyalist cemetery, and the parking lot nearly empty of cars. On 
the other side, a wall devoted to the crayon praise of the Sunday school children. I  luv 
the bebe Jesus, or God lovs Ittle Chldren scrawled in compromising pink across dog­
eared sheets of red construction paper.
“It’s only a question,” snickered Thom in coarse parody, leaning into the stiff- 
backed wooden chair. “Do you repent your past, or feel remorse, even?”
Erika cupped her face in her hands, shunted her feet against the weave of the short 
grey carpet. Began with that ’s-none-of-your-business cheeky, graduated to verbal 
fisticuffs. The musky smell of spilt gin hung tentatively in the air.
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“For what? Repentance is for oneself. I can’t repent for others.”
“Does that comfort you? Using a protocol to shut the door on feeling?
“Your remark was about culpability—not feeling. Christian sexuality is very, 
very pertinent to the question of compatibility. Especially for two people about to enter 
the holy sacrament of marriage!” Father Frank rolled up his sleeves, a snarling 
schoolboy about to put a yappy little dog back into its place. Erika, nearly in tears, 
whimpered silently in her seat. Briefly, she considered which half would be hers when 
her marriage ended in the big bang of baptism, their future child coalesced mentally as 
two distinct halves, the unfortunate victim of an impassioned tug-of-war. Why, why, 
why, couldn’t this beautiful, immaculate, dignified church be attended by someone 
younger? For Thom’s sake at least. God, peace and ponytails. Amen.
“My bedroom—past, present, and future—is no one’s business but my own!” 
Thom, shut the fuck up, she nearly slipped out while clawing his knee.
Obviously, he’d planned his refusal all afternoon, meticulously. Erika smoothed the 
bunched up fabric of her pants. If he were one of her students, so flagrant and 
belligerent, it’d be only a heartbeat before she’d had his ear pinched between thumb and 
forefinger, propelling him into the principal’s office with a mighty flick of her wrist. 
Thom’s secondary concern of masturbation was to become paramount, in his mind.
“Your business, of course. But also your wife-to-be’s, and God’s, wouldn’t you
say?”
“I would. Funny, how your name didn’t come up.”
Frank wiped the sweat from his brow. “But yours did.”
“You find guilt where there is none.”
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“I’d say the same to you.”
“You have no regret then, for Pius’s door-slamming, his sealed lips?”
Erika tried to keep the peace. “Alright, alright. Let’s settle dow—”.
“You are never to dirty his name with your tongue! Never!” Frank inflated, 
drawing into his full wrath, confident in the years-eamed knowledge of ear-splitting 
performance. He half-stood, his trembling arms spread like a tripod, shuffling his body 
into character—the difference between priests and reverends, Babylon and Bethlehem. 
God—from the syrupy, opaque, mellow of interpretation. It’s crystal, she thought, firm 
enough to stand on and smooth as glass.
“His name?” Thom spat his indignation across the desk, half stood from his seat. 
“More like its name. That compassionless.. .automaton, X-I-I-point-oh—”
“You are obviously not Catholic!”
“And you are obviously a drunk!”
“Enough!” Erika finally burst, “Enough! Indoor voices, please!”
The room had gone still, the men frozen on opposite sides of the desk. Shock 
registered in the swaying blast of a desk fan, and the tiny thread of spittle that swung 
back and forth, back and forth, from the grey froth on an old man’s chin.
“I am sorry,” Thom said, crouched into her speckled linoleum, his jaw resting at the crux 
of her crossed legs, “I am so, so sorry I fucked things up. It was the principle of the 
matter, it had nothing to do with you.” His glasses slipped to the edge of his nose as he 
looked down, and he quickly righted them.
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“That’s convenient.” Erika threatened to explode. Not in words perhaps, but in 
the slow twisting of the engagement band, in the fingers that galloped insistently against 
the Formica tabletop.
“Really, I’m sorry that I’m such an asshole.” Thom slid his hands along the seat’s 
edge, sandwiched them beneath her thighs.
“Thom,” she reached out and smoothed his hair, “I don’t know why you did that.” 
“Why?”
“Yes. Why?” She would forgive him, after a sufficient amount of grovelling and 
penance, but he definitely had to go through the motions.
“Well it was the principle—”
“You said that already.”
“W-well the question was totally out of—”
“Out of what? Line? The blue?”
“Both. I guess”
liI  guess. Thom, you were baited, and like an idiot, clamped down on the hook.” 
The priest had wavered in his seat, focused his roving, erratic searchlight on Thom’s tiny 
secret pools. The muck left after the tide.
“Baited?”
“That’s his job. He wasn’t judging—or even if he was, that’s his problem.”
“I told you, I didn’t want to answer anything about sex. It’s none of his damn 
business.”
“Maybe not. But I asked you—”
“—That’s not fair.”
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“I asked you, and you agreed. Then I have to deal with the same juvenile shit— 
from my fiance no less—that I have to deal with in class. I’m positive you understand 
why I’m so upset.”
“I can. I mean, I do. I do understand why you’re so angry. With me.”
“Yes. With you. Now what, are we going to do about a priest?” A handful of 
months before D-day, location and presiding authority totally offended. We could be 
banished to City Hall, Erika thought, and if that happens, you wait and see how much 
action you get. Even if it is your wedding night.
“Oh, that. I went by the church this afternoon, asked for forgiveness. Tabula
Rasa.”
“Even after you called him a drunk?”
“Even after.”
“Thank God. Now we really are on our best behaviour. What’d he say when you 
apologized?”
“He said ‘I am that I am’ or whatever. Oil-slick by two in the afternoon. It’s a 
wonder he gets anything done.”
“And that’s all?”
“Yeah, look Erika, I brought you something, but not because you were angry.”
“Am angry.”
“Are angry. I just got it today. Here.” Thom fished in his inside jacket pocket, 
finally settling upon, and removing, a small, scraped, leather jewellery box. “Here.” He 
thrust the box in her direction, the gilt scaling off at the seam, one hinge curled away
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from the scuffed upper lip. “It was my grandmother’s, I finally convinced ma and pa that 
it was meant for you, and today I got it from the safety deposit box.”
“Thom.” Erika whispered as she creaked the lid open. Inside, a plain wedding 
band nestled in worn purple velvet, the colour virtually washed out. Thom stood, ran the 
faucet, and filled a glass while Erika remained motionless, fascinated by the glare 
peeking from beneath a coat of tarnish. She felt her simmering anger remove itself from 
the heat.
“I know we discussed new rings, blah-blah-blah, the newness of our union, but 
my Oma smuggled it from Germany when she moved here. It’s the only thing my family 
has from home, from before the war ruined it all.”
“Thom, I love—”
“I’d hoped you would.”
Her eyes brimmed suddenly with tears. Such a precious gift. Sewn into the 
hemlines of dresses, smothered but never forgotten in the dug out hollow of a boot heel, 
clasped, caressed, as the wind whistled through cracks in the windowpanes, wisped 
around the slumbering room of dirt-grey bodies sheathed in rags, the chorus of their 
uneven breath, their rasping in the splayed moonlight. The thing not traded for 
razorblades, rations, dented tins of preserved peaches, gritty bread, shoelaces. A 
photograph, without the colour, the lines—the laughing or screaming, or ambiguous 
subjects. It was enough that he wanted her to have it, and overwhelming that she actually 
did. “I thought your Oma didn’t marry until she came to Canada.”
“She was engaged before, to a soldier, in Stuttgart. He was lost in 
Czechoslovakia.”
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“And all she had of him was the ring?”
“Apparently it was all she could afford to keep. They were engaged like the day 
before he left.”
“Such history, in such a tiny thing.”
“And now your chapter. Yours and mine.”
“I’ll have to get it insured tomorrow, fitted, cleaned.” Erika wiped away the tears 
that almost slid down her face, turned towards Thom.
“Try it on. I want to see it on.”
“No, tomorrow. After it’s scoured clean.” Erika was awed, floored by the 
improbable gift. And she pulled him toward her, pressed her face into his chest, the 
crook of his neck, surfing the ebb and flow of their contact—the ring and her coming 
marriage prominent in her mind. She made sanctions for Thom’s tearing and snarling, 
his gentle pawing, his scraping caress. She ignored the tremble that started in her legs 
and pushed all the way up into her stiff fingers, her near chattering as he carried her into 
the bedroom, as she began unbuttoning her snowy blouse and he peeled away the other 
layers—the denim, the wool socks, the mismatched lycra and cotton. She writhed against 
his touch, his slow trace of her arching spine, the seams of her neck, her tangled hair. 
She’d been worried before about the exuberant whiteness of her overlean body, her small, 
slight breasts, the smattering of tiny moles clustered along her goosepimpled arms and 
legs. He was tame in a way, tame when it came to her. All that fear departed in the rush 
of the moment, slow Thom, slow, against their bodies’ rub, the swelling crescendo of 
tearing pain and pleasure both.
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When Erika walked sorely into her morning class (bowlegged, as if  she’d been 
treadmilling, sandpaper squeezed between her thighs), the students, usually inane, nailed 
her with a barrage of knowing questions. Miss, what’s wrong? Rough night? Someone 
got the strap! Snicker, snicker. Her heart pounded. This is why everyone gets it over 
with in highschool—easier to face your maker, than the cruel sneers of your friends. She 
was ringed by the squealing laughter that ricocheted from the walls, their heads swinging 
unhinged as they chortled in their seats. She should’ve pleaded cramps, used a sick day, 
called in a substitute—just gotten the hell under cover. Too late now, she realized. 
Caught, like a fish on the line. Mouth as dry as the chalkboard, Erika thought fast.
“I fell horseback riding yesterday. Take out your texts—”
“Miss, miss, miss.” Miguel (a.k.a. ‘jigger’) waved his arm frenetically in the air.
“Yes Miguel.”
“Didja ride bareback?” Hands folded over mouths, cheeks sucked in and clamped 
between molars. Breath winced out. Oh, shit.
“No. Now please—”
“Miss?” Another hand shot up, barely a second of hesitation.
“Christine?”
“Was it English or Western?”
Erika began to sweat, took a shot in the dark. “English.”
“I ride English!” Christine added, as she always did.
“(No animal is safe from her),” Someone muttered. Christine turned and thrust 
out her tongue at the three-quarters of the class sitting behind her.
“Fery impressive Christine. Now chapter four, page one-thirty-four—”
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“Oh, oh, oh.”
Erika pointedly ignored Miguel’s grunting, his signalling of aircraft from the back 
of the room.
“MISS!”
“Miguel! We’ve had this discussion about interrupting before. Can it wait?”
“Uh, no.”
“Fine. What is it?”
“Did you keep the chaps? Or just get chapped? OHHH!” Fingers snapped in the 
air like at a racetrack, high-fives all around. The class burst into laughter, spit sprayed in 
waves from each of the jagged rows of desks.
Miguel, of course, was set for detention, a discussion with the principal, perhaps a 
strongly worded letter home. He was due. He was on her list. The rest of the class could 
barely perceive the hell they were going to suffer come exam time. Bring it on, dicks, 
she thought, you just keep digging yourself in, deeper and deeper. Finally cowed by the 
example of Miguel (pinched by the earlobe, dragged swearing into the VP’s office), they 
settled into boredom, taking pens, staplers, and chalk from her desk while she wrote on 
the blackboard, slipping them back after her feigned surprise. Yet, they scribbled notes, 
half-listened, and as Thom recognized from his childhood—were good, silent Catholics. 
When the bell achingly rang, the class funnelled out and down the hall to lunch or to skip 
or to torture some other mule ticking off the days until full pension. She’d barely—just 
barely—gotten away with it. Surveying the damage, Erika noticed a crumpled note 
(Miguel, no doubt) ‘fallen’ onto the path between desks:
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what an asspirate!!!
probably still a virjin from the front
though
With the class gone, guilt resumed its hammering at the pit of her stomach. What have I 
done? She thought, her legs weakening at the knee. She’d lied to these children. Spent 
the entire period lying. They’d sniffed her out in two seconds flat, had shredded the thin 
mantle she’d offered, unconvincingly. What could she say to them, now, or ever, that 
would have any meaning, any kind of certainty? Her stomach knotted around itself, 
torqued. She’d skipped eating that morning—because of the vomit possibility. I made 
breakfast! Thom had exploded as Erika materialized from the shower, the bedsheets 
already huffing in the change-washer down the hall. She’d pled an early staff meeting to 
escape his over-affection, his craving to touch. From the frying pan right into the fire. 
Erika sank carefully, tenderly into her scuffed wooden chair, the note still trembling in 
her hand, and finally, allowed herself to consider the gnawing potential of eternity in hell.
“Hello,” said the bent-double jeweller, not looking up from his keen inspection of the 
display counter. He polished the large horseshoe of glass cabinets, under which gleamed 
the sparkling facets of diamond rings, the winking glare of platinum and gold. “I’ll be 
with you in just a sec.” The room was lit with intense track lighting, the clutter of small 
spotlights converging upon the narrow glass displays, the rings nestled in deep maroon 
velvet. Erika shuffled along the short carpet, patiently waited, while the jeweller jingled 
a large ring of half-keys from the pocket of his black slacks, closed and locked a sliding
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display case, and smoothed his white buttoned shirt over his large, protruding belly. He 
turned and took his jacket from the display of antique brass clocks, replaced the keys in 
his pants’ pocket, and slipped each arm into the sleeves of his immaculate sport coat. 
Looking her down and up, his eyes flickered from her narrow hips, her round breasts 
snug in a grey-knit sweater. Finally, he settled on her eyes. “Madmoiselle, comment est- 
ce que j ’aide-vous?”
“Sorry, my French is terrible. Je ne parle pas le francais,” she said, and risked, 
“plus bon,” pulling her thin fall jacket tighter around her body, her neck beginning to 
bum, the flush creeping hotly into her cheeks.
“Quel dommage. A pity. How may I, David,” he said, his hand splaying the 
slope of his chest, and smiling, “be of service to you.”
Erika had the ring tucked deep within her purse. Nervously searching it out 
among the tubes of lipsticks, the wadded tissue, her bulging day planner and fistfuls of 
loose change, proved an exercise in balance. Hefting her bag onto the closest display, 
frazzled by his scathing attentiveness, she fumbled out the cracked and scarred leather 
box. “Here,” she said to the jeweller, as he nodded and wiped his hand down his salt- 
and-pepper beard, “I am interested in having this appraised, for insurance.” She slid the 
box across the glass surface as David knelt and whisked open a drawer, removed the tiny 
yet high-powered monocle from among the other small tools in the short, rectangular 
leatherette case.
“Let me see, let me see.” He placed the lens to his eye and scrutinized the 
tarnished gold under a direct beam of overhead light. “It’s dirty. And there’s an 
inscription, though I can’t make it out.” He nestled it back carefully in its padded groove.
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“Is this an inheritance and you just need an appraisal for insurance, or do you need to 
have it fitted? Is this for the safety deposit box, or for wear?”
“Well, both. It’s inherited, and it will be my wedding ring.”
“Congratulations. A remnant of your family? Or your husband-to-be’s?”
“My fiance’s.”
“Ok, so let me size it, then you try it on. Do you know your size?”
“6 or 8 ,1 think.”
“Let me see, let me see.” David slid the ring down a long ruled cone, marking 
with his finger where it stopped. “Size 8. Try it on.” Reaching for her hand while she 
simultaneously made for the ring, David tried to slide it onto her finger himself. Failing, 
he rolled his eyes, passed the small band over to Erika, who promptly slipped it on the 
wrong finger, lodging it on her knuckle.
“Oops.” She giggled, “I’ve never tried on a wedding band before. Not used to 
putting things on that finger.”
“Everyone does it the first time. There. Move it around a bit. Seems right. 
Doesn’t seem too slack.”
Erika flexed and spread her hand in the globe of refracted light. Twisted the ring 
around her finger. “It’s perfect. A perfect fit.” She said, trying to see how it would look 
against that wedding dress, each exacted stitch elegant in her mind.
“Well, that makes things easy, doesn’t it? No cutting whatsoever.”
“Yeah, I guess.” Such uninterrupted smoothness, such simple construction.
“We’ll have the full appraisal for you tomorrow”
“Thank-you.”
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“Did you want us to buff out the inscription when it’s cleaned?”
“No, thank-you, just the cleaning.” She said, handing it back.
“Great.”
As Erika turned to exit, David called out.
“Uhh, miss...?” He tapped the receipt with the tip of his engraved ball-point.
“Oh, Erika. Ohmstead.”
“Ohmstead. Thank-you.” He said, marking the receipt. “Soon-to-be?”
“Schiller.”
“Well again, congratulations Miss Ohmstead. Soon-to-be Schiller.”
“Thanks.” She smiled, turning brusquely, and walked out the door.
When Erika pulled into the parking spot at the back of her small building, she could see 
the light on in her place. Thom’s small car was parked in the visitor spot. He was inside, 
probably hovering proudly over something half-cooked. Guilt had been eating at the pit 
of her stomach the entire day. Class after class, brought to the precarious edge of vomit. 
After the first instalment of hellions she made sure she was early, greeting each group of 
half-wild students from the seated safety behind her desk. If there’s justice in the world, 
ass-pirate would be a footnote that didn’t stick. That’s all I need, she thought as she 
unbuckled her fraying seat-belt, a name even the other teachers would find hilarious, 
scoffing to her face, or behind her back, forever. Making her way from her parking spot 
past the wet pavement and puddles skinned with blood and earth coloured leaves, Erika 
paused, considered what she would say to Thom when she entered the building, climbed 
the few flights of stairs, and unlocked her front door.
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“Thom, it’s me.” She walked into the kitchen of her cramped place, tossed her 
keys on top of the flyers piled on the small table by the doorway, dropped her purse 
where she stood, and pulled off her high-heeled shoes, massaging the cramping knots in 
her feet. “I’m home.”
The kitchen table was decorated—that was the only word for it. A bouquet of 
orchids, baby’s breath, and a carnation or two filled a chipped vase centred upon her 
searing red tablecloth. Four place settings, her grandmother’s delicate china and 
silverware. A mid-priced valipolicella was uncorked, breathing beside the flowers, 
another—already substantially empty—sat greenish in the overhead light, drizzled dark 
smudges on the tablecloth at its base. A half-drunk glass on the counter. Water boiled on 
the stove, a smaller pot simmered, and a covered frying pan had recently been pulled 
from the heat. A basket heaped with bread, wrapped in scarlet cloth, an engraved dish of 
sweet pickles and onions, and grated parmesan in a bowl with a silver spoon that usually 
contained sugar. Thom, and his parents for dinner. The toilet flushed.
“Hey, baby.” Thom appeared from the bathroom, re-tucking his navy as-yet- 
uncreased dress shirt and re-belting his jeans before rushing over and lifting her right off 
the ground, saturating the crook of her neck with exuberant wine kisses.
“Alright. Down. What’s all this?” She said, wriggling free of his damp, 
uninhibited groping.
“Dinner, what else?”
“I get that. But why four places at the table?”
“Ma and Pa will be here in ten or fifteen minutes.”
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Exactly as she thought. “Thom, I was hoping that we could have dinner alone 
tonight.”
“I know, but now you can ask them about the ring. And Ma is dying to get 
involved with the whole planning thing. I know that really isn’t your first choice, but try 
and give her something to do, flowers, invitations, the rehearsal dinner. Just something, 
to keep her out of everybody’s hair.” His hair, he meant.
“This couldn’t have happened at your place?”
“It reeks of smoke, and I didn’t feel like a lecture today, listening to her sniffle 
and complain all through dinner.”
“She’ll sniffle and complain regardless of where she is, you do realize.”
“Yes, but in your place, I’m not the one being scrutinized.”
“How clever. Feed your fiancee to your mother.”
“Exactly.”
“Thom, I was hoping we could talk. About last night.”
“Last night was incredible. I’ve been bursting all day.”
“I can see that, but—”
“—I know it wasn’t exactly pleasant for you—”
“—it was fine, it’s just—”
“—remember it gets better, the first time always feels like murder—”
“—I’m well aware, but I’m talking about guilt—”
“—what? GuiltT
The buzzer screamed. His parents were waiting outside, probably carting a tray 
of butter tarts or molasses squares covered in tinfoil, something to ‘munch on’ when the
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after dinner coffee had brewed, gurgled into silence. Thom moved to the intercom that 
would let them into the building. Erika caught his hand.
“Promise me they won’t be here all night. I really need to talk.”
“Fine, I promise. Jesus Christ, what’s wrong? Do you want me to tell them to
go?”
Erika hadn’t realized she’d started to well-up, her eyes on the verge of spilling. 
The buzzer screamed again.
“No, no. It’s fine. A rough day at school, that’s all.” She said, wiping with her 
coat-sleeve.
“Are you sure? I can tell them you’re not well.”
“No, no. Just give me a couple of minutes to clean up.”
She washed her face, and changed into a fresh sweater. Thom buzzed his parents 
into the building and greeted them at the door.
“Hi Ma, Dad.”
“Thom! Tommy!” Erika could hear Mr. Schiller grapple his son around the neck, 
slap his face playfully. “What took you so long to get to us? Working on grandchildren 
already?”
“I was in the washroom. Erika just got home, she’s changing.”
“Yeah, right. Think I don’t know what goes on? I was young once.”
“Gary leave him, I’m freezing. Hi baby, how was your day.” A quick smack on 
the lips from his mother. “Where do you want me to set this down?”
“Come in, come in. Just over there is fine, Ma.”
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“I brought some nice date squares to have with the coffee. Not much room in 
here.” Erika heard her rooting around, stirring whatever was cooking on the stove. 
Another quiet moment to decompress, and then she would have to get up and face the 
recurring agility test set by Mrs. Schiller. In her mind, Erika was a hound zipping 
through cloth tunnels, leaping hurdles, and weaving between pylons against the incessant, 
unforgiving clock.
“Ma, leave it and go sit with Dad.”
“But what about your father’s wine?”
“I’ll get to it, just relax.”
Erika emerged from her bedroom as Thom filled glasses, his parents taking note 
of the Cosmo and Macleans on her coffee table, the framed Waterhouse prints on the 
wall, and—ohmydearlord the dog-eared, marked with coloured paperclips, annotated and 
underlined copy of Sex for Dummies spread-eagled on the floor, nudging the comer of the 
long plush couch reserved for reading. Unsure if  Mrs. Schiller (who sat at the opposite 
end) noticed, yet positive that Mr. Schiller (whose foot tapped slightly the creased cover) 
did, Erika caught his eye. He winked, and slid the volume silently beneath the couch 
with his brown heel, his khakis barely rippling.
“Hello, dear.” Said Thom’s father, as his mother’s gaze snapped to the doorway.
“Hello Mr. and Mrs. Schiller,” Erika croaked as they both rose from their seats. 
One for an engulfing back-slapping bear-hug, the other for a chaste kiss on the cheek. 
Erika kicked the book deep under the couch, and heard the spine thump quietly into the 
wall.
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“Call us Mom and Dad-to-be.” He huffed. His bristly face scratched against her 
cheek, even though he had recently shaved his sandy moustache, and he squashed her 
tight into his wool-covered chest.
“Dear, we haven’t seen you in so long.” ‘Mom-to-be’ crooned, and squeezed her ' 
hand. With reason, Erika thought, and Thom entered and passed glasses of deep red wine 
all around.
“Thank-you so much for letting us have the ring, it means a lot to me.” Erika sat 
on the faded armchair in the far comer of the room, and placed her wineglass on a coaster 
from the stack piled on the table.
“You’re quite welcome dear/We’re only too happy.” They replied almost in 
unison, Mrs. Schiller hiking up the sleeves of her green silk blouse, fingering the string of 
pearls at her neck, and patting errant strands of hair back into the evenly-dyed, light- 
brown helmet. “It’s our pleasure.”
“My mother brought that from Stuttgart, when she came here.” Thom’s father 
smiled, sipped his wine.
“So Thom tells me.”
“From before the war. When she was engaged to a soldier.” Mrs. Schiller leaned 
back into the couch and crossed her legs, one foot bouncing insistently from the knee.
“Did she tell you all this?” Erika asked, rolling the glass stem between her fingers 
absently.
“No, no. My aunt, who came from Germany, when we had to pack up her 
things.”
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“We found it in the box with her other jewellery, the stuff she kept in the bank.” 
All stories in this family were at least partially authored by Thom’s mother.
“You’d never heard her speak of this?”
“Oh no. I doubt my father even knew. Or if he did, I doubt she told him.”
“So strange. An entirely different life in one place, and all of it left behind in the 
move,” Erika mused. Almost no hesitation, or even feeling about this proof that Thom’s 
grandmother, Mr.Schiller’s mother, had a love and life that was far from them, a path that 
wouldn’t even lead to them without the winding detour of war.
“She probably wanted to forget. Or maybe it just got easier and easier, nothing to 
remember him by except for that ring stashed across town.” Thom added, leaning into 
the doorway.
Years of passion and remorse, hurt, invested into this tiny little thing, so much so 
that Thom’s grandmother buried it beneath tons and tons of bank vault, a numbered 
record in an old and yellowed file. Erika reached over to the pitted kalamata olives and 
prosciutto carried in by Thom. Wrapping an olive in a thin slice of meat, she popped it 
into her mouth, modelling an approach for the Schillers. For Thom’s father at least, the 
knowledge was put to good use.
“She had a new life, one not likely to be disrupted by politics and war. I imagine 
she just wanted to move ahead, into children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren,” 
she stared intently, significantly, at Erika, “none of them needing to know. I imagine she 
just wanted to have a life.”
Mr. Schiller hopped on-board. “There must have been such very great pressure 
that we can’t even imagine. Finding work, whatever it may be, on the other side of the
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country, just so you can be close to your conscripted fiance. Penniless, constantly 
hungry. Months of nothing—not even a telegram, having to read the casualty lists when 
they had finally been printed in the newspaper.” He sucked strings of meat from his 
teeth, gulped down the remainder of his glass. “No time to even grieve, worrying night 
after night o f a British bomb plummeting through the roof of the boarding house where 
you live.”
“Jesus.” Erika tried to put herself frantic into the ghastly ovens. Failing, she tried 
to put herself in the plumb-line of a falling bomb, curled in rags, dawn purpling the sky, 
kissing the ring clutched through her hemline. She tried to imagine the loss of her 
soldier, the knife-edge of his absence muted in the droning crosses of allied bombers 
overhead, the reverberating thunder, and the flashes of lightning that stormed outside.
“Gary, please. Did you get that from A and E l” Mrs. Schiller sniffed, taking a 
small, polite, bite of olive-prosciutto, and leaving the remainder crumpled in a napkin. 
“We have to use our imagination. None of us were there. It could be the truth.” 
“People weren’t constantly terrified. After the first month of bombing raids, 
houses and people disappearing were given no more thought than a spider squashed on 
the windowsill.” Mrs. Schiller took another sip, puckered under her napkin, and exiled 
her glass to the coffee table.
“Maybe it became normal. But you think that people didn’t remember what had 
happened? When there was time for guilt and putting things back together people didn’t 
remember their lost friends or neighbours?”
“No, I am just saying that we don’t know.”
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“Or, maybe they just hoped what was new helped them to avoid the different 
colour brick at the base of new buildings, the char stains in the gutters of the street.”
“Maybe it was much easier than you think to keep your mouth shut, and pretend 
that it all never happened. There are very few still alive to remember, and those that do 
have been spoiled by Schindler’s List, by documentaries on The History Channel.”
“Doesn’t make it untrue.”
“No, but definitely not truth. Not genuine truth, anyways.”
Thom, his penne probably seared to the sides of the pot, quelled the burgeoning 
conflict and ordered everyone seated for dinner. Erika quietly said a prayer and crossed 
herself, the Schillers happily setting into bread while passing steaming dishes across the 
small table.
“Thom, did I mention that we saw Mrs. Ogilvie? We went to a party at her
house.”
“No, how is she? And Dennis?”
“Doesn’t look good. They found the cancer in four spots throughout her body. 
They’re not even operating.”
“Jesus, Ma.”
“And now Dennis’s got it too. They’re in Chemo together.”
“They’ve got a lot of property now, since they moved up north.” Thom’s father 
muffled through a mouthful of penne and French bread.
“We had veal. It was really nice.” Mrs. Schiller separated the sundried tomatoes 
and zucchini into a pile at the side of her plate with her fork, meticulously examined each 
limp noodle before pushing it into her mouth. “Oh, and we also had a party for my Aunt
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Bridget’s ninety-second birthday, can you believe it? Ninety-two! We had cake and 
balloons, all the ladies went, we even brought her friend Val, whom she hadn’t seen since 
we moved her to Millcroft. Wouldn’t you know it, we specially order a sour-cream cake, 
and she likes the balloons the best, barely touches her cake.”
“Balloons?” Thom mumbled, his mouth full.
“Well you’ve got to remember that she’s regressing, since the stroke.”
Erika chewed her food soundlessly, tasting nothing. An entire love suppressed 
beneath the tarnish and dirt, the box’s peeling skin of leather. What food made it past her 
lips sat heavily in her stomach, like a cyst. Here I am, Erika thought, guilt washing over 
me in waves, forgotten for a moment, and then choking when it brims over my mouth and 
nose. To be Thom’s grandmother, left utterly alone when the love of her life dies 
freezing in the muck of Czechoslovakia. I am such a coward, she thought, such a yellow 
whining coward.
“Oh and on the news today...” Mrs. Schiller began.
“.. .It’s true, I heard it too.” Thom’s father tediously churned out, sponging his 
plate resignedly with a heel of bread.
“Cigarettes are going up to over seventy-five dollars a carton.” She sniffed. 
“Now’s the time to quit smoking.” As Thom rolled his eyes, she pushed her knife and 
fork into the centre of her plate. “Better now, before your children are around to adopt 
your bad habits.” She drank the last of her wine. “Or worse, when you are dead.” And 
with that, dinner was over.
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Erika pulled into the spot right in front of the jewellers, the security gate rolled up 
above the storefront. It’s nothing, she’d told Thom after his parents finally finished their 
coffee and the few remaining date squares, put on their coats and went home, exhausted.
I just felt strange with so many things happening at once, a terrible day at school, guilt 
about the night before eating me up. Guilt? he’d said as he crossed the kitchen to her, 
peeling off the yellow rubber gloves with a snap! as foam flecked onto the linoleum floor. 
Not because of you, she added, there are just so many things running through my mind, I 
haven’t had the time to process them yet. I am sorry, he said, if  I’d known, I wouldn’t 
have insisted they come. I know, she ran her fingers through her hair, I know. Can I do 
anything? He dropped the gloves onto the clean table, pulled her against him. No, it’s 
just, she’d started, it’s just, I mean.. .should I go on the pill?
The jewellers large, gold-framed, glass door grazed the thick carpet shallowly as 
it swung, snagged on the folded doormat, and finally stumbled open. The soft electronic 
chime rang. The store was barren, punctuated by the door to the back room, swinging the 
jeweller’s recent passage. It was immaculate as before, the gold, silver, and platinum 
rings, bangles, and chains glittered from their perches, nestled in velvet, hung from 
polished oak hooks. Mirrors on the bottom of the displays scintillated light, gleaming in 
waves as Erika glanced around the room. David stepped through the door, a mug of 
coffee gripped in one hand, the other clutching a thick file folder full of paper. His 
mouth stuffed with muffin, its traces crumbed at the comers of his lips, sprinkled across 
the front of his black blazer.
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“Oh, hello. Give me just a sec.” He sipped his coffee, quickly nudged the file 
beneath the front counter and wiped the crumbs from his face, the front of his shirt. “It 
was an appraisal, yes?” He asked, chewing, and motioned her over with his hand.
“An appraisal and a cleaning.” Erika clutched her purse against her chest, 
blocking his keen sight, her jacket sealed up to her neck.
“Let me see, let me see. Your name?” He pulled a clipboard stacked with 
receipts from the seemingly infinite underworld beneath the polished order of the display 
cases. The thin, nearly transparent paper rustled in the silence, metered by the soft 
ticking and errant chimes of shelved clocks.
“Ohmstead. I was in yesterday.”
“Oh, yes,” he paused at a sheet, “It’s just in the back.” Snapping around, he 
moved hurriedly from the room.
Erika waited, nosing herself along the display cases, and was mildly surprised at 
the rows of charms, the ordered plot of rectangular ingots depicting saints. They eyed 
her, the engraved images severe in their look. St. Dunstan, squeezing the nose of the 
devil with a pair of smith’s tongs; Michael Archangel, ambiguous sentinel, his sword 
raised, a scale balanced on the other hand; St. Barbara, jagged spears of lightning thrusted 
into the earth, a billowing storm behind; St. Nicholas with his three gifts; St. John Baptist 
de la Salle, great tomes beneath his arms—
“Miss Ohmstead?” David cleared his throat, startling her.
“Pardon me?” She exhaled.
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“Admiring Dunstan? Patron of all smiths, armourers, musicians. Or Michael, the 
soldier?” David inspected the ring, secure in the velvet pinch, and clapped the lid shut, 
passing it toward Erika.
“Actually John. I’m a teacher.”
“St. John?”
“The one holding the books.” She said, reaching. David took her hand, snuggling 
the box into her palm.
“No one had been able to tell me who he was.” He stroked her lifeless hand.
“Little known. Except to teachers.” Erika waited until he released her to open the
box.
“Of course.”
The lid creaked open. The ring shone as if  new, as if light sealed beneath the skin 
of tarnish had finally burst through. She pulled it from the velvet chamber, and smoothed 
it down her finger, snug behind her knuckle. “It’s gorgeous.” She purred, testing its fine 
glare at arm’s length, above the displays.
“Yes. Beautiful.” He agreed, accumulating the necessary forms and placing them 
in a card-thin folder.
Erika paid for the cleaning, for the appraisal that she had to send to the insurance 
company. As she placed the small box within her purse, which she slung up and over her 
shoulder, she took the proffered file and muttered, “Thank-you,” turning to walk out the 
door.
“Oh, I almost forgot. L ’chaim to you, your husband-to-be.”
Erika stopped, puzzled. L ’chaim? “I’m sorry?”
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“The inscription,” he said, maliciously neutral, “it’s from your fiance’s family?” .
“Yes, it is.”
“His name? I know I asked before.”
“Schiller.” She said, and nearly regretted it. Her chest caving into her heart’s 
suspended perch, hung on his words, his cruel bristling lip.
“Schiller?”
“Yes.” It leapt, fluttering against her ribcage.
“Schiller.” He let the name’s lullaby drawl off his tongue. “No matter. Names 
change as places change as people change—it means nothing. L ’chaim, to you and your 
fiance. I’m sure you will be very happy.” David toasted solemnly with his mug of 
chilled coffee, drank deeply, his sharp brown eyes never sliding.
“Thank-you.” She stuttered, dazed, catching up to herself already seated and 
buckled in the car, the moment lurching nauseously into focus. The cool metal still 
pressed into her palm, the tiny furrow in her skin pulsing red and bruised where the clasp 
pinched itself together. She sat, the keys swaying in the ignition, the thin, crisp folder 
tucked beneath her purse, which distended, sagging into the seat like a black cat heavy 
with kittens. Jesus Christ. Jesus Christ. The digital clock blinked an hour fast, the half­
bottle of iced tea stirred slightly in the wake of passing cars, doors slammed in the 
parking spaces to either side of her. I’m waiting, she thought, Oh God, am I waiting.
Liebe, I ’dor vador. Love, from generation to generation. L ’chaim. Something lost, 
something found. Pulled from a hand already stiffened with death—kissed, tongued 
slightly, its smooth coldness, as bodies seethed together, a short prayer whispered,
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erupting toward the shallow pocket of fresh air. Gasping, gasping, clawing and coughing 
and retching into troubled, and then heavy, sleep. The smallest girl, rag-thin but naked, 
and her sooted cheek pressed against the steel air-lock, her bare feet frozen into the large 
slabs of tile. Her small fist tapped softly against the door, tapping, tapping, while the 
grey-hooded vultures picked through the unravelling nests of cloth, pulling apart seams, 
inspecting each lump and fold, while on the other side of the door, tapping, tapping, 
tapping—
A knock, knock, knock. “Erika, it’s just me!” Fuck Thom. The door burst open, 
wine and groceries plunked and spilling onto the table. His cheeks blazed from the 
robust wind, autumn edging into winter. The murders of millions wiped briefly across 
his shadowed features as he threw back the hood, and shuffled out from his heavy coat. 
Not a grimace, but a structure, she thought, it’s there even when he smiles.
“Hey baby, I’ve been thinking.” He pressed his numb, tingling face against Erika, 
who sat at the table, coffee steaming by her elbow, and kissed cold machine gun into her 
neck and cheek. “The pill. Why don’t we go on the pill?” He threw out, while breathing 
life into his stiffened hands, and clumping heel-heel-heel into the bathroom.
The pill? Jesus Christ. Maybe because it’s a sin. Remember what those are?
You know—burning, seething, hell and such. An eternal oven, the gas pushed in through 
grates in the floor, filling up the large basement cell, the clean air pushed out. The way 
water displaces oil, yet drowning all the same. The television, squelching laugh-tracks 
from the living room, slurred into the background, the toilet flushed and the sink raging. 
Thom emerged from the washroom, considerably relieved.
“So what do you think?”
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“What do I think about what?” Erika sniffed, tight-lipped, pulled focus to her 
marking, when she noticed the tip of the red felt pen had flattened into the student’s 
illegible scrawl, saturating through the fibres of the page. She ignored it, circling errors 
of usage, scribbling back into life.
“You know, the pill. Us.”
“You’re going on the pill? How considerate.”
“You know what I mean.”
“Last I checked a prescription only has one name on it.”
“Fine, well you asked me this morning—”
“I know what I asked you. I’m just not comfortable with all this pressure.”
“Jesus Christ, so don’t go on the pill, get pregnant before we’re even married. I 
can handle my parents, their smirking and sneering, my mother’s fucking sermons—”
“—Oh come on—”
“—but can you? Can you handle their hot eyes on you all the time? Imagine 
your belly out to here,” he circled his arms fully, “and growing by the day. What, 
exactly, would they say at work?”
“Fuck you. That’s not fair.”
“No? Well neither is getting on my case just for asking a simple question.”
A long pause. Thom grabbed the deep burgundy wine and uncorked it, filling a 
mug when there were no clean glasses. Erika sat and stared at her half-drunk coffee, the 
threads of curling steam diminishing by the second. Liebe, I ’dor vador. Her hand moved 
faster, the pages flipping by, absent slashes and dashes, comments appearing from 
nowhere, Thom guzzled through his mug of wine. All she could think of was the
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tapping—the ragged girl, her dirt-smeared face, her crusted, razored scalp, her bony 
knees scarred and thin as a mathematical compass—and the ring that was stowed deep 
within the folds of her purse, buried beneath her distended wallet, her fistfuls of pennies. 
Thom cleared his throat, meaningfully, and poured himself another mug.
“Well, I went with Ma to get the invitations and they’re stunning, absolutely 
stunning.” His performance cracked as he overfilled his cup, slurped the top half-inch of 
liquid. He was trying, she knew, he really was.
“Thom—”
“Oh, I almost forgot, did you get the appraisal? I have to meet with the insurance 
agent.” He grasped for precisely the wrong thing—whatever he could do to keep her 
talking.
“Yes.”
“Super,” he twisted a dishrag in his hands, “what’d he say?”
“He said L ’chaim. And Liebe, I ’dor vador. ”
“What?”
“The inscription. Love, from generation to generation. ”
“Oh Erika. Erika, it’s beautiful. It really is.”
“It’s Hebrew. Or Yiddish. And yes, it’s beautiful,” she gasped, “it really is 
beautiful.”
A long pause. He drank and sputtered, drops streaming down his face and chin. 
He wiped his mouth and looked deep into his cup, the thick porcelain blackening the 
wine solidly. Crumbs of cork bobbed and floated to its surface like insects dropping 
cool glints into a puddle. He coughed and looked up, his face as innocent and blank as a
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jeweller. David with his immaculate beard, his sharp, cutting glance, his pristine collar 
and jacket. His smile in a field of scintillating light. His gleaming glass counters, and the 
ghosts of his elegant hands. Thom looked up, some sort of plea. Some kind of silence. ' 
Her pen stilled, hovering over the blur of student pages. Erika’s pen stilled, but she did 
not move.
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It’s Called Masse
Figures. A lifetime of white-hot blondes spread like butter on his dinner roll, 
sorority sisters by the score, and Colin’s so-called ‘brother’ walked in with the one girl he 
could never shake from her panties. Janet and Jim. His brother, all smug smiles and too- 
tight handshakes, all khakis, pastel golf shirts, secret winks, tongue clicks and shoulder 
punches. Janet, all squeal and pep and Sunday school, all tits and pink sweaters.
A fork-full of turkeycranberrypotatoes poised between staggered drips of gravy, 
Colin’s napkin tucked into the triangle of his spotted shirt collar, the wine rippling in his 
thrice-filled glass. He looked up when the front door suddenly banged open and his 
brother sauntered in, pronouncedly dishevelled. Fucken perverts, Colin thought, who the 
hell arrives an hour-and-a-half late for Thanksgiving at their parents, bedhead galore?
The similar faces in the dining room turned as Jim rushed the stage, Janet in tow.
Finally, here’s the boy, Jim you’re late, happy Thanksgiving Jim, who’s this Jim, is this 
your girlfriend, Jim, Jim, Jim, Jim. Fuck off. Colin’s meal tasteless, his shirt, regardless 
of the bib, stained with gravy. The traveller-abroad-now-retumed celebrity forgotten, 
eclipsed by his brother’s planned lateness, his beautiful, brainless mother hen, his 
tendency to smokeless, heatless, flair.
The mahogany dining room of their parents’ house was modestly full, the number 
of chairs needed at the precisely elegant table diminished with each passing holiday.
Good because he got the drumstick, could glug down three glasses of wine without a 
disapproving sniff, and didn’t have to say grace after Nana died. Poor because the
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drumstick was dark meat and tasted like shit unless someone else got it, wine and sitting , 
at the grown-up table were not reason enough to feel adult anymore, and poor because 
Nana died, witless and drooling in her chair five minutes before the crisp hospital staff 
served turkey T.V. dinner. Jingle Bells a quiet alarm among the moan and drone of 
bodies stiffening to dust.
Jim tossed his leather jacket onto the banister by the stairs, strolled through the 
living room towards the table while his family stood, emerging from the huddle of 
candlelight, queing for handshakes, kisses on the cheek, and his back-slapping embrace. 
Colin rose as well, still chewing and wiping, but didn’t move. The cluttered meal 
steamed between him and his slightly younger brother, while Janet skimmed the edges of 
the commotion. He noticed the newly frayed grey wires spiking from the sharpened 
brush of Jim’s hair, his immaculate powder-blue dress shirt, crows feet etching slowly 
into the comers of his eyes. Cain and Abel, brains and brawn. Colin was painfully aware 
of the budding belly that sagged over his belted jeans, his inflating ass, the smattering of 
acne crusted in the seams around his nose—the damn peacock tail of a napkin fanning 
from his collar. Unlike Colin, Jim had filled into the long moment of indeterminate age 
so imperceptibly he probably woke one day, no longer gangly, and bought new clothes 
for the occasion of his manhood. What a goddamn prince.
Jim sidled over to Colin’s half of the table, stood for a moment, looked him up 
and down. “Long time no see, bro’. Skin this.” He offered his hand, smiling.
Colin knew at once that Jim was scanning peripherally the faces of his relatives 
around the table, seeing nothing past his long nose. As Colin took his hand, and their 
fronts briefly skimmed in a one-armed embrace, he whispered, “Virgin whore?”
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“True love. One hundred-percent.” Jim breathed softly, his lips barely moving. 
The sour aura of his drugstore cologne like bugspray. And louder for the benefit of his 
mother, “How ya been?”
“Not bad, not bad. Ma said you got a promotion.”
“Grounds Superintendent.” A more than sufficient gasp of pleasure circled the 
room. Muttered good-for-yous, ‘attaboy Jim, congrats, no-auntie-Marge-that’s-Paul- 
Jim’ s-father-Jim-got-a-promotion-at-the-golf-course. For chrissake.
“Yeah Ma said. So now they pay you extra to polish their balls.”
“That’s funny, ‘cuz she told me you did it for free.” He punched Colin roughly, 
in the arm.
“Har-Har.”
“Janet, come and meet my brother Colin.” He half-gestured with his arm, but his 
gaze never slipped. “He’s just returned from Venice—”
“Paris.”
“Paris, and he obviously sampled beaucoup de cock.. .au vin.” Of course they all 
chuckled. A two-pronger. Asshole.
Janet squeezed through the slots between the staggered chairs and wall, the 
reseated family back to steam shovelling turkey and stuffing into their swelling stomachs.
“Hi. I’m Janet.” Her hand breezed feather light into his sweaty grip. Shaken, 
rather than shook. “Nice to meet you, I’ve heard a lot from Jim,” she said, too politely, 
though the lie passed only from her lips.
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The alarm screeched rock, at high volume, at seven a.m., precisely. Colin gasped, 
whipped out from layered blankets and began pogo-ing into his crumpled jeans before he 
paused, disoriented, and took a second to process the things around him: the scuffed 
dresser and desk, the textured brown and orange wallpaper, the Dungeons and Dragons 
stickers framing the mirror. His once room. A taut breath unwound while he slumped 
creaking onto the narrow bed, remembered the twitching migraine of the plane’s 
whinging drone, remembered slinking silently from their flat while Jolene slept, while the 
early morning technically remained night. He never ate breakfast, but jetlagged in his 
parent’s house he was ravenous. Jolene. Wisps of her dark hair stranded, were spread 
thin over the pillow, her entire body pouched in their tan duvet. Sawing breath. The 
moonlight sprayed through the bare branches of trees, dappled onto their bedroom floor.
A hastily scrawled note he’d folded into her book.
Clumping through the blinded dark of his old bedroom, Colin emerged blind into 
the over-bright of the upstairs hallway. The bathroom door angled open, his father 
pissing loudly.
“Oh, for chrissake.” Colin’s lowly morning gravel a shock. His father’s back 
stiffening, yet feigning ease.
“It’s my house. I do what I want.” He flushed, and rinsed.
“It’s not the necessity, just the fragrance.”
“Come on smart-ass, I’ll make you breakfast,” he said, moving toward the 
kitchen, prepared to soil every dish and leave them steaming and crusting, piled in the 
sink.
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Scraping offensively yellow eggs from the same pan that recently crisped bacon, 
Colin’s father leaned over the pastel-pink island and demanded employment strategy, 
leads, offered feet-in-the-door via family and friends not yet retired.
“I’ll find something myself, but thank-you. Not eating?” Colin expected the 
usual grunt that passed for an answer. He was aware that his father had risen while it was 
still pitch, had already circled the under-a-dollar bargains that took Colin’s mother 
supermarket to supermarket throughout the city, kept her out of his hair between meal­
times.
“Been up for hours. Maybe Jim could get you something at the club, temporary, 
as the season’s almost over, but something.” He burnt raisin toast, slathered butter, and 
tossed it to the side of Colin’s plate.
“I don’t think so. I’ll look tomorrow.” Colin troweled greasy egg onto toast, 
brought it jiggling to his mouth.
“Jim’s really been doing great there, lots of room to move up.”
“Good for Jim.”
“His girlfriend too, what a peach.” His father stared absently out the large bay 
windows, the sun greying before full dawn.
“That prude?” Colin sprayed, his mouth full.
“You could just be happy for your brother.”
“Jesus, dad, I am. I just don’t want to work at a golf course.”
“Beggars can’t be choosy.”
“Do I look like I’m begging?”
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Lighting a cigarette, Colin’s father trailed an ashtray within easy reach. “Doesn’t 
look like you’re doing anything at all.”
“I’ve been home seventy-two fucken hours. Give me a break.” Colin mopped 
yolk onto the crust of his remaining toast.
“I’m trying to give you a break!”
“Are you?”
“You’re just such a .. .prima donna—” The half-cigarette snubbed into the small
dish.
“—please—”
“—too good for anything. Your brother worked his way up from a landscaper—” 
“Good for him!” The sarcasm dripped from his tongue. “All the way from 
landscaper to landscape supervisor.”
“That’s not the point! He slugged it out, and now it’s paying off in spades.”
The dishes stacked and sluiced briefly under the faucet, Colin’s father scoured the 
counter with a limp, then mushy, then ragged, paper towel. “It’s not that we’re not happy 
to see you, happy you’re home,” he looked up, errantly slid another unfiltered cigarette 
from his pack, “but you just keep doing it. Pissing it all away.”
Smoke hazed over the long bar, thickened like foam at the head of a bottle. Meagre light 
diffused, pooled throughout the clusters of dark wood tables and chairs, the puddles of 
beer sticky at the flattened forearms of hushed conversation. At the far back, ingots of 
long fluorescence elbowed out at the murk, shone directly above the faded green velvet 
tables. Balls cracked, breaking and thunking into pockets. Colin raised his cue,
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lengthened his body into the thrust, his arm hinging loose, and shot. Jim and Janet, Janet 
and Jolene. How do you say what someone won’t understand?
The white kissed and halted, its backspin precise. English, it’s called English.
He skimmed the dusky outskirts, measured angles, accounted shadow and roll, drift and 
spin. Colin’s focus pulled, distant and then close, the invisible line extended and 
sharpened into points always half-imagined. His father was right—pissing it all away. 
Janet, who played safety, never asked for anything, but never gave anything up. Jolene, 
who wanted a clear, steady climb, with marked vantage points—well used rest-stops to 
accumulate the view. The soft, insistent brush of ivory balls ushered into pockets. He 
shot. He sipped his gin. He shot. He could spill two or three off the break every time, 
could run down another one-two-three easy, just like that. Blue chalk dusted his palms, 
spiced the toes of his brown leather shoes. He shot. He sipped his gin. He shot.
Jim. Fucking late, as always. Colin ordered another drink, practised his bank, his 
double-bank, his jump. He raised the grip high, the felt tip hovering above the glistening 
cue-ball, and speared down hard—a glancing shot, and watched as the ivory stumbled 
drunkenly, negotiated force and spin, scythed curiously, yawing around the 5, righting 
itself as it nudged the 8 into pocket. Masse, it’s called Masse. He thought of Jolene, her 
palm’s cool slither, the glittering risk she wore on her sleeve, the chances she willed 
herself, blindly, to take. Je suis desole. Je ne suis pas qui vous voulez. He shot. He 
sipped his gin. He shot.
He tricked tight cuts, kiss-bank-kiss-pocket, missed, but not often. Jim, Jim, Jim. 
Whatta plan, me getting drunk, gotten drunk, and you stone-cold, the winner as usual. 
Whatta prince, Colin thought. Whatta goddamn prince.
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When he finally strolled in, Janet linked in the curve of his arm, Colin stopped, 
considered the swath they cut through the gloom—she cut through the gloom. They 
swayed between groups of tables and chairs, slipped around the slim blonde waitress 
laden with quivering pints.
“You look wet behind the ears. How long’ve you been here?” Jim said, his hand 
smoothing the small of Janet’s back.
“Hours and hours and hours. Think you coulda been later?”
“Sorry, Janet’s car died. Had to give her a boost.”
I’ll bet you did. “S’alright. Needed the practice.” He passed his brother the cue, 
began to rack while Janet got drinks from the bar. “Your break.”
Jim had been playing. His arm well-greased, his stroke flawless. Perfect banks, 
edged cuts. Colin felt played out, began the short stumble to shit, his longshot indecisive 
after so many gin-and-tonics. Jim sipped his warming beer carefully, while Janet slurped 
straight soda and lemon.
“You’ve been practising all night?” Jim smiled, carefully rolled his sleeves, bent 
stiff into the table, sunk, and again.
“How long were you in Paris for?” Janet’s voice rushed in, from far, far away. 
She swept ashtrays and advertisements aside, leaned fluidly into the counter that ringed 
the few tables, the small rectangle of room.
“Two years, almost.” Colin surveyed the game, the balls disappearing as fast as 
his brother could separate them. He swayed, ordered another drink, and felt Janet’s eyes 
skim over him, measuring. Her body slim and long, propped lazily into the dark counter, 
her snug jeans, bright wool sweater, two scoops of strawberry hardening at the tips.
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“What did you end up studying?” She asked, while Jim circled and pounced, 
intent on his assured win.
“Flaubert. I wrote on Flaubert.”
“Check that action, ball-less. Seven straight.” Jim called out, smug, gulped down 
his victory. “Rack-em.”
“Why’d you quit?” She ran her fingers through hair loose to her shoulders, bent 
the lipstick-smeared straw to her mouth. Colin ordered the balls into the triangle, 
plunked the ebony 8 directly into the centre.
“I didn’t. Took a leave. Maybe I’ll finish here.”
“You should.”
The break cracked and spread. “I might.”
“You should.” She looked away, down at her hands. “It’s not a crime to want 
something for yourself, something different.” She took a sip of water, studied the table 
absently.
“I know. It’s just...”
“What?”
Just that I can’t cut myself free. Just that the skeins get so twisted, so intricately 
dependant. Pick one, and the rest snare. “I just need some room to breathe.”
“I was talking about your brother.”
So was I, he thought, so was I. The local hero, the schoolyard saviour. Quick to 
fists, in both public and private. Colin’s secret accounts of shame, parallel, with the 
relentless parade of his brother’s brass fanfare. Each save, each bully put down, was a 
different brand of chokehold, a different type of headlock. The kind that burned slowly,
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from the inside. He took the cue from Jim, split close solids, one into the comer, nearly 
the other. He missed his second shot, handed away the game. “Do ya remember— ”
“Hey shark, you’d better sink something.” Jim had scratched, suspiciously left 
him a shot. He bounced the cue off the rubber stopper, bumping against his foot.
Colin lined his body into the point of an arrow, cue’s tip poised. The bar, smoked 
opaque, became distant, but the table was sharp, shapes crisp and clearly defined. He 
stretched himself into the faceted sheen of the ball’s tight glare, released, and sank the 8 
smooth, clean. Beautifully lost the game.
“I’m stripes, dickhead.” Jim twirled his stick like a baton, aimed and took fire at 
both Colin and Janet. “Oswald ain’t got nothin’ on me. Rack’em, so I can put’em 
down.”
Hard to tell his strut and swagger, alcohol or arrogance. Colin racked, rolled and 
centred the triangle. As Jim cocked his arm, Colin leaned too close to Janet. He could 
smell her perfume, could smell her clean in so much fog. “Do ya remember that time we 
just drove around all night? Cranked T.B. Sheets?”
She absently stirred the ice in her drink, slid over a stool and mounted. “Listened 
to Van Morrison, got coffee.” She pulled loose wool strands at her sleeve, angled her 
body away.
“Spent nearly a tank of gas, flying, just fucken flying along dirt roads. Spinning- 
out in dead-ends.” Colin drifted. Jim kept up the barrage; bangbangbang dropped dead 
weight, the green field falling bare. Janet brown-armed in a tanktop, sipping coffee from 
a Styrofoam cup. The car windows wound all the way down while cool summer air 
blasted her lightening hair back, tangling. The car buoyed, threatened to soar with every
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skip and grind along the road, crunching stones rolled under the tires. Lifted from plush 
seats, their stomachs rising up, up, up. The car diving shallowly, nosing up clouds of dirt 
as they skimmed the road.
“No, Colin. No, I don’t.”
The alarm blared rock. It wasn’t the hangover, the tremors coursing through his half­
covered body, legs twitching beneath the sheets. Fever and shivers quarrelled throughout 
the night. Hot-cold, wet-dry, sleeping-awake. The damp pillow and his hair saturated in 
smoke, his body’s sweat still boiled and chilled in intensifying loops. Jolene-guilt tidal, 
in crashing waves. God, that fucking note. Two years and a letter, half-signed. Je suis 
desole, Je suis desole, Je suis desole. Squirreled out in the middle of the night, the cabbie 
pretending English, speaking French. De Gaulle. De Gaulle, s ’il vous plait. Pas de 
probleme, bro’. Pas de. Problem.
His brother didn’t love her. He saw it jagged, sneered across his stupid face.
That prick wants to fuck as many people as he can before he quits—mom, dad, Janet, me. 
Janet at her lectem, the bible digested into sweet wafers and grape juice, fed giggling into 
the miracles of happy children, their Sunday morning wasted with musty books and 
unsingable songs. The blush at her cheeks, pure pleasure. Gourmet dinners, bake sales, 
food and clothing drives in the winter. Jim, his hands burned from the lime and killing 
chemicals he spread open palmed into the lush, sheared lawn. Blades ground sharp 
against the spinning whetstone, his instruments keenly edged and oiled, the sweat on his 
brow wiped into the short sleeve of his green shirt. Jim, who always pushed, pushed,
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pushed. He pushed hands and legs, sweaters and luck, pushed past cotton limits, into the 
envelope, stretched to near-splitting.
Colin wiped his burning face against the pillow, swallowed the last drops of water 
from the glass beside his bed. Should I call? Call and wake her? It was still dark here, < 
would be afternoon in Paris. His stomach twisted inside, he couldn’t still his legs, stop 
their twitching and rubbing. He lost repeatedly and unbearably, though with grace and 
purpose, the entire night before. Jim who couldn’t stand to lose, who took the prize at 
every fucking game. He lost for Jim. Ok, scratch that, Colin thought to himself, I lost for 
Janet, and Janet only. He swung his legs over the prow of the bed, felt his stomach lurch 
with the move, sway sickeningly as he brought his body to sitting. Ok, maybe the 
hangover, he thought, but the rest sure as hell doesn’t help.
The alarm bellowed rock. It took Colin a full twenty-four hours, an entire day for his 
splitting headache and snarled stomach to subside and unwind. He felt better, about the 
hangover at least. His heel-slamming-while-they-walked, scratchy-paper-shuffling, dish- 
clanging-and-banging parents were another matter. The Brita filled to the brim, Colin 
slid in the long Mickey Mouse straw (once cause of so many arguments), and lay on the 
couch with a wet facecloth to piece himself back together. He flipped through grey- 
market satellite, home shopping clubs, gameshows, college football-pom-football, finally 
movies, and tried to ignore his parents skirmishing in the kitchen. His mother brought 
him soup. His father brought him the want-ads, circled in red ink. After dinner, they all 
had dessert in the family room. Good God. Hungover as his parents buzzed him
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relentlessly past the leaning twilight, into the settled dark. They were all asleep, 
thankfully, by ten.
He woke, fully recovered, and knew precisely where he was. The entire day 
before wasted in front of a television. He hadn’t even picked up a book since he’d been 
home. If he stayed in bed there would be no confrontation—his father arming himself 
with newspapers and red pens in the kitchen even as Colin yawned and rolled over, even 
as he scratched and waited for the pitching tent to pack itself away. He got to thinking. 
Maybe some people are happier, better alone. Maybe there are people in this world for 
which books make easier friends, easier company. Such effortless compassion, without 
the bewildering topspin, the dumb ruckus of everything at once. From his room he heard 
the door slam, keys jingling (his father’s set), the lock grind closed, and the car back out 
and shift forward down the street. Colin rose, checked the empty driveway from his 
bedroom window.
With some satisfaction he hopped freely down the stairs to the main floor, his feet 
slapping the tile almost the entire way to the kitchen. He paused, icily, as he passed the 
family room and noticed his brother, engulfed in his father’s chair, feet propped on the 
coffee table, reading the paper, drinking coffee and eating a muffin—as if the bastard 
owned the place. “What the hell’s going on here?” he squawked, surprised.
“Morning bro’.”
“You don’t have your own space to fill uselessly?” He rubbed the hard sleep- 
kemels from his eyes, rolled them off his hand to the floor.
“Thought I’d read the paper before I drove you to the club.”
“I’m not going to the club—what the fuck are you talking about?”
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“Your interview.” He sipped his coffee, smugly.
“My interview?”
“Dad asked me to get you a job.”
“Fucking dad. He could at least tell me so we could’ve fought about it a bit.” 
“Well hurry-up sport, eight-thirty’s only an hour away.”
“I am not going to the goddamn club, Jim. Get serious.”
“I am serious. I had to pull strings, as a favour to dad.”
“So take him.”
“Do you have to be such a baby about everything?”
“I just want all of you to fuck off.”
“Happily. But, I promised dad, and you can deal with him if you aren’t in the car 
in thirty minutes. Then, I will definitely fuck o ff”
“Asshole.”
“Sorry, twenty-seven minutes.” Jim said as he checked his watch and replaced his 
feet on the low table. “Oh and if  that’s what you go to bat with,” he gestured his mug at 
Colin’s pyjama pants, at the ambiguous verticality, “no wonder Josette left you.”
Colin stood, shock still. “Jolene,” he said, “her name’s Jolene.”
“Whatever. It’s almost twenty to eight, so move, move, move.” His head turned 
slightly, to the newspaper spread open in his lap.
The interview was an acceptable and intentional disaster. On one hand, Jim 
pulled strings, probably begged somebody-somebody with a ponytail at Shadowlands’
HR for the fifteen precious minutes of the interview, put his ass on the line. Guess they’ll
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think again before doing Jim a favour. On the other hand, Colin’s father was going to be 
pissed. Not hyper-pissed, as would’ve been the case had he gone AWOL, but pissed 
nonetheless. Oh well. Can’t win them all, Colin thought, as he passed through the tight 
corridors of the clubhouse’s upper-level, wound down through the halls to the employee 
entrance where Jim waited to drive him home.
“Did you fuck it up royally, or just moderately?” Jim spat as Colin swung out the 
front door and onto the gravel parking lot.
“Moderately, for your sake.”
“How sweet.”
“Let’s just go, alright.”
“So get moving, you know where we parked.”
As they got in the cramped SUV, Colin remembered something he forgot in the 
rush to get to the club on-time. “She didn’t leave me,” he started as Jim pulled out, 
stuttered into traffic.
“What?” he said, signalling and veering into the left lane.
“She didn’t leave me.”
“Josette? That’s just what Mom told me.”
“Jolene. I left her.”
“None of my business. I’m just going by the info I got from Mom.”
“Well, Mom’s wrong. I left her.”
“I heard you the first time. Want me to call Oprah?”
“Screw you, just get it right.”
“I told you, Mom said—”
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“—her name, asshole, it’s Jolene. Not Jessica or Josette or Genevieve. Jolene.”
“You sound like a fag when you speak French.”
“Just drop it, alright?” Colin said, and they passed the rest of the trip in throat- 
clearing silence.
That night, Colin knew that everyone he once knew would be drinking at The 
Fisher, including Jim, probably Janet, sans only the handful already married, probably. 
He’d go in late for a quick drink, bail, and drive Jim home. He ate dinner with ma and 
pa, waxed poetic about the interview for RETAIL POSITION, its growth potential, read a 
book, got dressed, and motored down to the bar. Last call still an hour or so away, Colin 
creaked through the door, and was greeted immediately by Jim and Janet, both smashed 
to the teeth. Jim could barely stand, his lean and teeter spilling and setting drinks on edge 
throughout the night. Janet was less explosive, well-oiled and talkative, but sedate. She 
ignored Jim’s bellowing, his beer spray as he tried to embrace everyone within shouting 
distance, talked everyone else’s shots down, and made ear-splitting excuses for his own 
slipping aim. Colin expected chaos, planned for it, but not this. Not Janet, too. He 
ordered a drink, sipped it carefully as he made his way to the tables, checked the 
condition of the game, all around.
Jim couldn’t be bothered. He’d shaken hands at thanksgiving, went for the 
requisite drink with his just-returned brother, got him an interview where he worked.
They were square as far as he was concerned, each could just roll right off the other.
Colin wandered, shook hands, conversed politely, ordered another drink. Finally, Janet. 
Their solo meandering intersected far away from the thunk and crack of pool, flanked the 
wobbly tables Colin’s friends had formed into one long one.
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“Janet, I want to apologize for the other night—”
“What? Why?” She stumbled almost into his grasp, righted herself, palm spread 
against his chest.
“For dumping all that shit on you.”
“Oh Colin, Colin, Colin. S’alright.”
“No, I’m sorry.”
“S’alright.” She fell into him, her juice drink half-spilled at their feet.
“Whoa, are you alright?” He rebalanced her with his arms.




She placed her drink on the edge of the nearest table, rubbed her hands across her 
pink flush. They heard Jim winning from their side of the bar, every dropped ball noted, 
every shot appraised for slight error, over or under determination. “You drive?” she 
asked, glancing toward the pool tables, rounding her hands on her hips.
“I’d thought you guys could probably use a lift.” Colin absently checked his 
pocket for keys.
“Let’s get outta here then.” She moved to her thin jacket, slipped it off the chair 
and around her shoulders.
“Sure, I’ll go get Jim.”
“He won’t come.”
“I’ll let him know we’re leaving.”
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Without looking up Jim waved them away, fell again into his game. As they 
walked silently to the car—one unsteadily, one steadying—Colin thought of Jolene, of 
the times he’d led her from the discos, the coffee houses and bars in Montmartre, his 
hand steering her straight with slight pressure against the small of her back. Jolene could ' 
hold her own, with drink, with him, with everything. She’s fine, Colin thought, she’s 
probably better off.
They stumbled through the half-full parking lot, the small puddles splashing 
around their ankles, the night dead quiet. Janet slid into the passenger seat, Colin drove. 
The car pulled out and accelerated down the street. They braked for quick reds, blurred 
through lazy yellows. They sped. The wind breezed off them, floating leaves in the rush, 
kicking arcs of water behind the tires’ bite into asphalt. She slumped down in her seat, 
her legs sprawled out fully, while Colin flipped through stations on the radio. They sped, 
tested the frigid air by opening the window, let it cool Janet’s beginning-to-throb 
forehead. When the tires skidded sliding onto the gravel, the smooth asphalt behind a 
dream against the car’s incessant vibrato, Colin paused, slowed into the unresolved curve 
of road. “Where do you want to go?” he asked, twisting the radio’s volume quiet. The 
night black before them, purpled in the uneven wash from the headlights, crooked trees 
leaning over the road. Both of them shadowed, their faces distinguished by the star blue 
and red speedometer, the blinking clock, the numbered features so precisely drawn. Janet 
leaned into the kiss, open-mouthed, her tongue swirling his tongue, her hand catching 
against his stubble, smoothing the back of his neck.
“Do you remember before?” She asked when Colin had finally broken away, 
dropped his forehead to the arch of the steering wheel. The radio still hummed
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unintelligibly, the car in park, juddering. Her hand drifted into his lap, into his, and she 
pulled him toward her. “Right here?”
For chrissake, Janet. Colin pictured Jolene, remembered her curled beneath their 
blankets, sawing softly in the centre of their bed. He pictured her as she was when he 
slipped through the crack in their door, locked it behind him, and slid his key under. He 
pictured her waking, sifting through the apartment, unfolding the note from the folds in 
her book. Je suis desole. Je ne suis pas qui vous voulez. Janet looked at him, her eyes 
glassy, liquid, blue light reflecting. He looked in the rearview, saw the oval of light from 
the city far behind them, blending into sky. “No, Janet,” he said as he put his foot down 
hard on the clutch, shifted gears. “No, I don’t,” he said, and nudged them both into drive.
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In Habit
I ’m thirsty, Peter, really thirsty, was all Carol had said when she left. He’d been ' 
scrolling through stations on the television, sprawled comatose, his finger jittering over 
the control like the legs of an insect five seconds after the squash. Startled when the door 
slammed, startled further when the power blinked out. Peter called for matches, candles, 
the flashlight—and when he’d bumped and stubbed and knocked blindly against 
everything in the dark apartment, everything but her, he fixed himself a vodka, squelched 
back into the still-warm leather of the couch, and realized something was amiss. Thirsty? 
Implying what? That he and their four years together were dry? In what way? Like a 
riverbed, or like a movie? Like wine, or like the plants haven’t been watered in a month? 
Like clothes on the line, or like the dog’s probably got heatstroke by now so get your ass 
up off the couch and fill her bowl? She could have just been clear, said I ’m leaving you, 
so good-bye, punk. Or, I  need to follow my dream and be the world’s fattest ballerina.
Or, So long, has-been! Me and the Pekingese are blowing this dump. Etcetera, etcetera. 
Instead she was cryptic, and cribbed a line from an Oprah book, probably swallowed a 
fist-full of Xanax and smeared her makeup in full-on, teary-eyed, crack-whore-choosing- 
life-over-pimp spectacular. In the pitch, she could be laden with the wealth of the 
apartment, for all he knew. And he would know—Peter thought as he stood, snagging 
and re-planting the vodka on the coffee table—the minute the flicking lights come on.
Peter drank until the bottle was tipped empty, heaved over in the dry cloud of its 
own Clorox perfume, and didn’t notice the clock on the stove insistently resume its pulse,
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long into morning, long into sobriety, midnight-midnight-midnight, though the sun 
blinded through the apartment as traffic clamoured to its throttle-less bottle-neck, and 
geared up to a singular rush. Fuck work—the never-ending invoices, the perpetual 
scented-soap orders, case-upon-case of Botox inspired moisturizers and gels. Today and 
forevermore, wrinkles and cellulite be damned! His common-law wife had left him, in a 
medicated stupor, in an artificial calm. Time to live, he thought. To avoid the double­
whammy of spilt-up and guilted squalor, Peter mentally tallied Carol’s fair settlement:
1. Kelly the bitch
2. Any kind of incense item
3. Any kind of incense item accessory (cinnamon tea-cozys, rank Christmas-oil
burners)
4. Jewellery
5. Any kind of specialized kitchen equipment (olive-claws, fondue sets, coffee-
presses and the like—give him instant or give him nothing)
6. Throw pillows
Things missing that weren’t on the list would heat his blood to boil. Anything present 
that was on the list, Peter decided, would be shipped C.O.D. to her parents’ mansion in 
Montreal, poste haste. This was time for no-frills, Tabula Rasa, gone-for-good. And he 
meant it—for good.
Following the quick double barrel of hot, syrupy vomit and rear-end buckshot, he 
dually wiped, and wandering room-to-room, considered against sluicing the humid 
distillery smell from his aching body. Tabula Rasa could start tomorrow. Today, in all 
its simplistic glory, is about accounting. And he stretched to the uppermost reaches of 
the hall storage closet, and brought down a remaining box from their move-in, soon to be 
re-filled with the increments of Carol’s hasty, hasty passage.
Wending through the small apartment on a reverse-shopping spree, Peter filled 
three boxes full of knick-knacks, and one giant linen bag with utility-free plush pillows
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Carol had claimed necessary to a simple life ‘doing it on their own’. He chucked 
whatever fancied into a fourth large utility box in a manual orgasm of elimination. 
Anything with a tassel or anything paisley—trash. Anything with a clear and specific 
purpose—gold. He skated sock-slick on the polished hardwood, gliding room-to-room, ' 
pivoting around doorframes full-armed. He blasted The Who, and didn’t feel ironic. 
Careering through his bedroom, Peter sloshed through a near-ocean pooling magically 
from beneath the bed. Stooping for what could only be the neighbours’ leaking pipe,
Peter lifted the bed skirt and squinted into the musty shade.
The fucking dog. She was keeled over in a swath of dust, a tributary of dog-piss 
streaming freely from her body while she shuddered but didn’t move. Scattered around 
the floor were tiny orange hockey pucks, the abandoned rudiments of Carol’s quiet not- 
quite contentment. The empty pill bottle overturned, lipped with clumps of grime and 
hair. Oh shit. Oh shit, oh shit, oh shit. It made his skin crawl, the hair stand on the back 
of his neck. What to do? Where do you take a Pekingese Marilyn Monroe? Who’d 
believe Peter hadn’t fed the dog the pills himself, out of spite? A dreadful accident, a 
dreadful, dreadful—
Accident? Did Carol poison the dog? No. No. Her baby? She couldn’t. She 
wouldn’t. The dog still breathed, its tiny barrel of a chest rapidly expanding and 
contracting, though no more than a quarter-inch, at best. Peter swivelled, scanned the 
room for anything that might somehow prod him to do.. .something. What to do, though? 
The dog was flatlining, or going to, and every moment that passed was one moment 
closer to canis-cide. But I’m an innocent man! Peter was vehement, hastily raking the 
pills back into the bottle. There’s no way. No way in hell I’m going down for this shit.
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“Kelly!” Reaching deep beneath the bed, he felt fur wisp the edge of his fully 
extended, wriggling fingers. “Kelly!” No use. “KellyKellyKellyKellyKelly!” Squatting 
in the centre of the giant puddle, dog urine inching up the ankles of his athletic socks, 
Peter realized he’d have to face the music. God, he thought, so much piss for such a 
small, small, animal. The Who scored his desperate frenzy, as he gagged into the 
ammonia repugnance spilled across the floor of his bedroom. Contact. Wetness tingled 
the side of his body, soaking through his sweat-pants, his ragged t-shirt, shivering its 
way, creeping and crawling, into his skin. Contact. He grasped the dog by a leg, 
smearing her clear of the low bed frame as she seized and shook, clenched against the 
Xanax thickening through her blood. Peter plopped the dog down in the centre of his 
bed, swaddled her in the muss of sheets, and took off, tripping down the hall, pounding 
down the stairs, out the door and onto the sidewalk, pleading, pleading for a cab.
“I GOT A SICK DOG HERE!” He screamed, bursting through the glass doors of the 
vet’s office, flailing, slipping along the speckled linoleum toward the shocked 
receptionist, the receiver stopped a foot from her ear. For the briefest of instants, Peter 
imagined the scene he had just exploded. The waiting area crammed with people along 
the welded rows of cafeteria chairs, each segment wedged between shelves sagging under 
colossal bags of dry pet food, row upon canned row of the good stuff—liver and kidney, 
salmon dinner, shrimp and sole fillet—salon calibre shampoos, and pamphlets for 
expensive heartworm medication, its cost rivalling anything he had ever been prescribed. 
The owners sat placidly, thumbing through back issues of Cat News or Dog Canada, 
while their well-mannered companions fastidiously kept noses from asses. Cats curled
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quietly into the crook of sweatered or suited armpits. The receptionist, a sentinel of order 
and schedules, queued each couple for the yearly check-up, the weigh-in, drops for 
clouded eyes or ear mites.
And in busted Peter. His dark, greasy hair frazzled, standing near straight from 
peak to crown. His eyes burned red, piss slathered from elbow to knee, shoeless, his wet 
socks slapping and slurping all over the floor. A dog-burrito cradled in his arms.
Trailing him was the near three-hundred pound cabdriver, waddling nervously at the 
outskirts, whose generous nature took promise as payment, for Peter hadn’t the 
prescience to grab his wallet as he sped out the door.
“SICK DOG! SICK DOG!” He screamed as the cats scrambled and clawed into 
their owner’s soft-parts, and the various-sized mutts howled, barking, snarled their 
leashes and jerked against tenuous grips. When the hysteria began, it was chain-reaction. 
Kelly convulsed inside the blankets, jolting, and then trembling tight.
“We got a code yellow, I repeat, code yellow,” blared throughout the office 
intercom, the vet steaming toward the front as the receptionist, who one second earlier 
announced the arrival, lifted Kelly from Peter’s arms, and rushed her to an operating 
room.
“What’d she eat? What, did, she, eat?” The vet snapped, briefly prodding the 
passing dog en route, stethoscope dangling, cinching his white smock around his waist 
while easing Peter into a seat vacated in the chaos.
He couldn’t bring it all together, the disconnected blur. “Xanax, I think she got 
into—” but he stumbled for some reason, couldn’t get it all past his thick, dry tongue. 
“She got into my wife’s Xanax. I found the bottle.”
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“Marge, get a stomach pump and the restraints,” he swirled off. “What’s her 
name?” The vet called back, his hand on the swinging door to the operating room.
“Kelly, her name’s Kelly,” he said as the door flapped shut. Peter was lost in the 
thunder of pets gone apeshit, nipping and yowling, all screech and lunge. It was only 
when he noticed the business people, the seniors, the receptionist—that everyone 
attached to cat carrier or leash wouldn’t meet his eye. The colossal terror of lonely 
people had come to his door, and the other owners considered their fortune and Peter’s 
possible loss, as they calmed their animals and themselves. Magazines thrust aside, 
everyone in that waiting area, everyone except for Peter, winched their animals close, 
wrapped them in the expansive protection of an embrace. Only then did he notice how 
soothingly clean it was—the olive smell of anti-flea disinfectant, the medical whiteness, 
the ominous warnings for Lime’s disease and rabies, and the cork board covered in over- 
cute puppy and kitten Polaroids. He was stuck. He had no idea how to proceed—with 
the dog, without Carol. She flushed it all down the toilet, everything they worked for, 
and tried her best to make sure he was alone, and alone for good.
“S’ok. It’ll all be fine.” The cabdriver, who’d dumped into the seat beside him, 
patted his arm. “You’ll see.”
Only then, did Peter realize he was sobbing.
He scuffed home twelve hours later, bone-weary, having been awake for two 
entire days. Kelly’s remains, her body vacuum sealed, hung leaden in the gym bag the 
vet was kind enough to let him keep. The clock still reeled from the power-out— 
midnight-midnight-midnight, soon to catch up with itself—and the rest of the apartment
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was in shambles from the mid-morning culling that seemed so long, long, before. He’d 
finally convinced the cabbie to take the hundred bucks, for remaining at the vet’s most of 
the day. And now what? A messy, empty apartment, half lived in, half lived out. Peter 
squatted at the liquor cabinet beside the humming fridge, and though he didn’t usually 
drink scotch (it lagged a few labels behind the current advertising blitz), he’d been drunk 
dry of vodka. Spinning off the lid, its smell punched out heavy, sour, like two bodies 
crowded over everything in the room. He’d forgo a glass, slamming straight. Standing, 
the large gulps scorching down his throat, Peter was at a loss. He hefted up the heavy 
gymbag from its careening thud by the metal coat rack, reeling when it barrelled 
headlong into the doorframe, sending him off-balance. Should I see what Carol wants to 
do with the body? Leave a message with her parents? Shoot her a perfectly civilized and 
straight to the point email? Hello, your dog is dead you bloody murderer. Fuck that. If 
she’d cared she would’ve just bombed the pills herself—down the hatch, lickety-split— 
rather than le grand geste, of the student art-film variety. Carol, no matter her intent— 
sensation, oblivion—let the open pill bottle roll scattering across the floor.
Peter put down the scotch bottle and covered his face in his hands, the sleepless 
nausea simmering in his stomach, pasting his tongue, and tearing through the intersection 
of his brain. What to do, what to do? First-things-first, he told himself, refrigeration.
The body had to keep. He turned and yanked open the freezer door and swiped 
everything clattering, chipping, skittering down onto the tile floor. Even with the freezer 
empty, Peter could barely squeeze Kelly into the tiny space that so recently housed tins of 
concentrated juice and frozen sleeves of hamburger. He whispered goodnight and 
nudged the door, sealing it shut on her small, stiffening curl. The clock on the stove
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blinked midnight-midnight-midnight, and as it smashed, shards caving inward and 
plunking onto the range, Peter was surprised, more than surprised, to find his fist red and 
wet.
It made no sense whatsoever. Kelly was hers, a primer for the hordes of spoiled 
brats she wanted to squeeze out of her body. He never wanted a tucking dog in the first 
place, never wanted this apartment, and never wanted to work invoicing at a haughty 
soap manufacturer to pay for it all. Never wanted Carol—her prim, jewelled demeanour, 
her scoured salon and spa glow, the intricate weave of designer threads—until he saw her 
dance. Strobed in tachycardia light, she scattered the dance floor so quickly it was like 
catching a broken filmstrip every tenth frame. She was a terrible dancer, no question, but 
she loved it, and for her at that moment, there was nothing, nothing, nothing else in the 
world. As for Peter, there was nothing—he thought to himself, spraying a mouthful of 
liquor for antiseptic, and bandaging his hand with the shirt off his back—except for the 
bottle’s hot kiss, and stitches in the morning. He meandered over to his seat in front of 
the blank, shuttered television, and sitting, spouted an arc of liquor blindly in the dark 
apartment around him. When this is one-third empty, he promised, swigging, gargling 
and gulping, I’ll figure out what to do with Kelly. Two-thirds empty; Carol. When it’s 
done, he flipped the cap and heard it shuffleboard along the hardwood to the tile in the 
kitchen, maybe I’ll have figured out the trick of sleeping.
When he woke stiff, still sitting upright, the sun was full glare, smearing dark 
through the scotch not yet a third empty. Well, a promise is a promise. Peter reached for 
the open bottle. The gash on his hand was not quite as bad as it seemed the night before. 
He flexed and spread, dried burgundy scabbing off, and noticed shards of glass crusting
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in the cut. Somewhat rested, he catapulted up from the couch’s deep pocket, stood and 
scratched, and resolved to make no resolutions until he had at least read the paper, made 
some coffee, and finished most of the scotch. The answering machine blinked three 
messages, all work.
Walking shirtless down to the mail room—track pants half clam-digger, still
carting the bottle—he blinked through the broken slants of light beaming in the foyer,
and noticed how exceptionally white his beginning-to-sag t-shirt area was—the bunched
furrow of his appendix-scar like the small shadow of a branch. Snatching the tubed
newspaper from the cluttered mass at the foot of the tiny lockers, he turned and made his
way back to his apartment, set the coffee to percolate, and took small comfort from the
ink-smudge cruelty, the grainy reprints of far-off torture. He skimmed section-by-
section, chugging coffee and alcohol in equally painful gulps, gleaning details when the
headline was agreeably terrible. Twelve dead, sixty dead, nine-hundred wounded, floods,
mudslides, and rifle-fire. He flipped, he paused. Briefly looking up and scanning the
warzone of his own place, Peter tired of the nameless piles, the nameless villages, the
precise math and nothing else. Turning to the obituaries, he hungered for faces,
massacres that he recognized. Immediately one entry grabbed him by the throat.
CLAYTON-PRESCOTT, Kelly-
Poisoned with indifference, at home, on Sunday,
June 20, 20XX, in her fourth year. Beloved o f  
Carol, and a delight to all who really knew her.
‘Kellers ’ will be singularly and forever celebrated 
fo r her willingness to love in the face o f adversity 
(Peter). Her exuberant passion and her undying 
loyalty will be sadly missed, and joyously remembered.
Mummy loves you always. Donations can be made 
to the SPCA, c/o Peter Clayton, 416-XXX-XXXX.
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The bitch. The crazy, crazy bitch. She’d scrawled a cheque, typed out the obituary and 
posted it before the dog was even dead, already in print while it still shuddered and 
gasped alone in the dark, pissing all over itself, coated in dust beneath their bed. No. 
Even before that. It was too clever, honed to a too-efficient edge. This was written long 
before she’d even forced the pills down the dog’s damned throat, long before she’d even 
shucked a gymbag bursting with the necessary accoutrements (hairspray, high gloss lip­
stick, travel-sized ingots of Tresor), and applauded herself right out the front door. The 
thought—Carol freshly showered and brewing tea, combing wet snarls from her long, 
water-dark blonde hair, the dog tap-tap-tapping for attention right at her feet as she coldly 
worded its ridiculous obituary, until she had it perfect.
It took everything he had not to retch up the Irish coffee from the whirring 
blender of his stomach, to call Carol’s parents and let them into their daughter’s sick 
tragedy—the brutal spectacle of her selfish, capricious, perfect-teeth upbringing. God, 
was this the person he had chosen as his mate? He remembered the Carol that pulled him 
unsuspecting (suspecting) into public washrooms, fucking him quickly, still standing, and 
then casually bringing it up ten minutes later over beer and wings with their friends, just 
to see his face bum. This was a different Carol, who no longer kept high-calibre 
breathmints on the night-stand, begged him to call in sick so they could spend the 
morning dozing in and out of each other, who voted NDP just to make her parents 
squirm. How could she be so calculating, so callous, so.. .damned smug about the whole 
fucking thing? She poisoned everything—him, them, and a little swaddled thing that 
he’d carried pleading to the vets’, and carried alone. Four-years in.
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Before Peter realized what he was doing, the receiver was at his ear, the number 
to Carol’s parents punched through. And ringing.
“Al-lo?” Carol’s mother answered, her even lilt broken, like she ran to the phone.
“Jean. It’s Peter.” His head swam, and the hastily prepared diatribe rose stinging ' 
in his throat. He swallowed, measured even breaths, to keep from going topside.
“Pierre. Hello.”
“Jean, I was wondering—”
“She is not here Peter.”
Silence. Faintly, he heard the insistent whisper— Qui est-la? De Rien! Rien!—of 
people erecting a front, the seashell rush o f the receiver palmed.
“Jean. Jean!”
“I am here.”
“Could I leave a message for Carol?”
“Well, Peter. I do not know when we will hear from her next, but if you would
like—”
“Tell her she got the date wrong, in the paper. Can you tell her that?”
“Peter, I will try, but—”
“Please, Jean. Please.” Shudders wracked him violently, and then still, violent 
and then still, as he crumpled around the phone. “Just tell her the date’s wrong.”
“Ok. Ok, I will.”
“And tell her...” But it wouldn’t come. Stuck flat along the surface of his 
tongue. His hand vibrated so badly the receiver jittered deafly, and he smacked himself 
in the head trying desperately to keep it still. “Tell her—”
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“I will Peter. I will try to tell her.”
“Thank-you.” He whispered as her end deadened into silence and left Peter
insular, sobbing, in the crowded hollow of his apartment turned sideways. Tell her that I
am sick because of her cruelty, that I don’t know what to make of all this, that I don’t
know what she wants me to do. Tell her I hate myself, but I hate her more. Tell her I’m
sorry that I couldn’t be a perfect audience, that sometimes you don’t know when you’re
pretending and when you’re not, so you don’t even try. Tell her I’m sorry everything




-I get it. Some days you wake up to realize that everything you are is everything 
you were. And it stings each fucken time, the reeling best of/worst o f mental 
flicker, lying awake before the alarm. Or some days you just wake up. What i f  we 
were like birds, and there was only the flight, never the destination? Audubon 
had it right. We wanted those chance encounters permanent—spread 
conveniently open in our lap, so we didn ’t have to stop all the other things we 
were doing, wake up the snoring partner, rummage through desk drawers fo r  the 
old binoculars, and miss it all. Come home so we can talk. Or call, or reply, or 
whatever. Peter
He clicked the send button. Laboured over the email from morning to early 
afternoon, highlighted and deleted countless accusations, admonishments, bristling 
inquiries. Realized they’d get him nowhere. When Peter turned on his computer, sat 
down to send Carol the invisible torpedo of an angry, angry message, the searing words 
were cooled, washed-out by the raging flood in his inbox, the countless work-emails from 
his friends and colleagues who actually read the paper. Exclamation crazy, and subject 
lines capitalized for maximum cut. TYRANT!!!! IS THIS A JOKE?! YOU POISONED 
YOUR DOG?! HOT TEENS FOR YOUR PLEASURE!! MURDERER!!! He didn’t
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have the heart to read the notes or reply to them, even en masse, with anything 
resembling a truth. Merely their presence, however, changed the entire tenor of Peter’s 
tune. Honey, not vinegar. Carrot, not stick. After five, after the rabble had angrily 
uppercased their indictment, Peter would not be answering the phone.
He surfed. He called UPS and arranged a pick up for later that day. He looked 
briefly at pom, played losing hands at online poker, and checked for a response, 
obsessively. The hate mail piled up, but no message from Carol. Just like her, avoid, 
avoid, avoid, and before long, a different life becomes just as dissatisfying as the murky, 
almost-forgotten, previous one. Then perhaps, a reconciliation? A crawling on all fours 
back to the beginning of a tedium chain-reaction? He paced, ate bologna straight out of 
the pack, washed it down with gin (when he looked there, the cupboard was bare), 
finished the giant separation of belongings using a minimum of Kleenex. He checked for 
a response—nothing. He phoned Carol’s parents—the machine picked up. They were 
screening their calls. He dialled again, and though it was juvenile, made the loudest, 
most aggressive, farting noise he could possibly make into the receiver. White splotched 
across his vision, his cheeks burned sore and purple. But nothing, neither voice, nor text. 
And he didn’t feel better.
Four years together, not even a fucking message on his voicemail. Peter was high 
octane, episodically furious and anxious, but with adequate fuel for the fire. He took 
turns staring through the thick door to the freezer, testing the answering machine, and 
moving across the tile floor in large swinging steps, block-to-block, like a knight on a 
chess board. When the phone rang, he scrambled to the call display, but the numbers 
always came up wrong. Finally, he could stand it no longer. He stalked off into the spare
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room where they kept the computer and gave Carol one last chance—miles more than she
deserved. He checked his email. Nothing. Even the death threats, from people he knew




-you murdered your own dog. say something fo r  yourself.




-a person cannot hide from themselves, or what they’ve done.




-just tell me what you want me to do with the dog, and let’s leave it at that.
The silent treatment was her secret weapon, the sore in his side that he couldn’t 
stop scratching. Minute-by-minute; no replies, no phone messages, no turn in the front 
door’s lock. Never were the fridge’s startles so thunderous, the vents so rickety. Each 
automation was a proximate pipe-bomb, a collision reverberating through the narrow hall 
of his apartment.
Peter seethed. He surged. He breathed cyclically to avoid passing out. Inside, he 
felt like a balloon inflated to bursting, like the tornado trapped within the vacuum bag.
He arranged the four boxes of Carol’s things, and scrawled out her parents’ address with 
a black permanent marker. He sealed them with tape. He tore open the boxes and
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removed her small suitcase of jewellery and her Henckel knives—what he thought most 
likely to spur an overreaction. He ran his fingers through his hair, and considered the ten- 
pound ice-cube in his freezer. Where do you bury a dog? How much would it cost him? 
Do you need a permit? What would Carol want? !
Who the luck knew? Carol a week ago would’ve insisted on a funeral, a dinner­
party/wake for their pet obsessed friends who also couldn’t get pregnant. Would’ve spent 
a fortune on seafood, and took the whole day to grieve. Now there was only Peter—just 
Peter to package the rudiments of their life together, and send them off to the bone-yard 
of a musty garage, or to water damage in a damp cellar, buried beneath the childhood 
fancies of cabbage-patch dolls, easy-bake ovens, the transgressions of baseball gloves, 
dinky cars, and the other unused gifts from a father to his only girl-child. What was left, 
but a once-a-decade sentiment splurge, an almost non-existent mistiness at the comer of 
one’s eye, wiped clean through church bazaars, rummage sales, or as an addendum on an 
insurance claim.
When UPS finally buzzed through the ruckus of Peter’s pacing, he’d made a 
quick change, a last-ditch attempt to hear Carol’s voice, nasal and congested over the 
phone line. Now five boxes, loaded leaden into the brown cube van—the Robert 
Bateman prints, the espresso perk, the music box from tourist Switzerland that cranked 
Edelweiss amphetamine-fast and then stupor-slow, the antique silverware, and the photos 
of their all-inclusive vacations. When the UPS van pulled away into rush hour, Peter’s 
mind, and his freezer, were clear. He reloaded the watery packages of hamburger, the 
soggy tins of OJ and daiquiri mix from their temporary thaw. He slept in his bedroom, 
for what felt like the first time in ages. The next day, he begged his way back to work,
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and blankly suffered cold-shoulders from those who’d typed words like ‘insane’ and 
‘murderer’, off-the-cuff.
When Carol finally wrote that night, as Peter knew she would, the cellophane and 
tape delivery of her things finally driving her sudden reality murderously home, as Peter 
knew it would, her message was short and to-the-point: what have I  done? He read aloud 
off the flickering computer screen, what-have-I-done? Nothing, he gunned back, the keys 
mercilessly clacking in the empty silence. Absolutely, nothing.




The genre of the short story is one of indeterminacy. Though often piled in with 
the contemporary novel under the sweeping category of ‘fiction’, yet also, paradoxically, 
likened to lyric poetry through its precise efficiency in language and tendency to 
‘closure’, the short story emerges from the bewildering in-between. Distinctions of 
genre, and efforts to mark rigid boundaries between the novel and the short story, or the 
short story and lyric poetry, have been fruitless—the only tactile distinction made and 
agreed upon seems to be of size; novels are big, short stories are small, lyric poems are 
smaller still. Beleaguered haggling over word-count is the norm.
The confusion between genres is, however, understandable. The short story 
shares much of the novel’s concern with context (physical, emotional), and with both 
character and process (people encountering that context, and ‘becoming’ in relation to it). 
It is no wonder, then, that the short story is often thought of as a ‘genre-in-waiting’, in 
service both to the realm of fiction, and the apparent sovereignty of the contemporary 
novel. It’s easy to group short stories and novels under the same rubric—their similar 
aesthetic features and use of literary devices allow for this—though the overall effect, and 
what is actually accomplished by each genre, for the reader and the writer, is vastly 
different. While the novel records the trajectories of change, of characters (internally, 
psychologically), and of context (including community), the short story is the precise 
moment of change itself. To put it in another way, the novel explores the sequential
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trajectory of cause-effect relation, o f both character and context, while the short story is 
rigorously concerned with the precise moment of change—the precise moment where 
context and character engage in a fluid, and reciprocal moment of transformation. 
Compare the differences and similarities between a city bus and an automobile, a navy jet 
and a bomber—related through technology, yet disparate in purpose and effect. Though 
the impact each have on their surroundings, and their surroundings have on it, is 
immense.
Likewise, comparisons between lyric poetry and the contemporary short story 
also fall flat. While the short story retains the energetic immediacy of the lyric poem, and 
often retains its ‘epiphanic’ quality, the poem, more so than any other genre, is a medium 
of the self1—an interrogation of subjectivity in the lucid event of its making. As 
succinctly put by Rick DeMarinis, “The poem, the most unforgiving of literary forms, 
lays the intelligence and vision of the poet naked,” (DeMarinis 4). Though it must be 
said that the short story, like the poem, is also concerned with self and selfhood, it is 
more concerned with the self responding and mediating the crisis of its own 
transformation, indelibly altering its varied contexts simultaneously.
In lyric poetry, subjectivity is made and transformed in response to setting, 
environment, or event, and in poetry, subjectivity—or authorial voice—is all. One only 
has to recall the poetry of Wordsworth, Anne Sexton, Robert Frost, or even the great 
Wallace Stevens, to demonstrate the singular relation of the “I” to observed poetic events.
1 See Lyn Hejinian, Steve McCaffrey, et al. “The Rejection o f Closure” from The Language o f  Inquiry. 
Berkeley: U o f California P, 2000. 40-58.
Also, Ron Silliman, et al. “Aesthetic Tendency And The Politics O f Poetry: A Manifesto,” Social Text Fall 
(1988): 261-75.
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Rarely, does poetry empathically occupy the mindscapes of others—other people, 
community, social context, selves, and selfhoods far removed from the colonizing 
authorial voice—and rarely, does it demonstrate the dynamic mutual shaping that occurs 
between self (interior) and other (exterior). Rather, poetry emphasizes interior change. 
The territory of interaction, fluid and reciprocal transformation, is largely the territory of 
the short story. Consider this brief statement (about lyric poetry) made by Anne Carson, 
in an interview that appeared in Publisher’s Weekly.
.. .a lyric aims to capture a moment of change from one time to another, 
from one situation to another so it’s not that you describe any moment in 
the day and make it intense, you choose the moment in the day when 
everything changed because of some little thing or thought or mood. 
Homer can tell you the whole history of the fall o f Troy, he has 24,000 
words to do it, and there’s no necessary choice of frame, of the critical 
moment... (Burt 57)
As Carson’s statement demonstrates, the most prevalent similarity between the short 
story and lyric poetry is, as she calls it, “a moment of change,” and she incisively 
recognizes that there is in lyric poetry (and conversely, the short story), a “necessary 
choice of frame.” While the frame that Carson notes is almost assuredly the authorial 
voice, the mode of poetic observation, in the contemporary short story, the choice of 
“frame” is not only one of a critical or reflexive self, but also an empathic self, reflexive 
of its own process, and the process by which it assumes its other. Characters, in other 
words, that may present vastly different personalities, temperaments, experiences, and
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circumstance, far removed from both the author themselves and the authorial voice which 
largely conveys their story. As John Gardner explains in The Art o f Fiction,
Thus it appears that to make us see and feel vividly what his characters see 
and feel . . .  the writer must do more than simply make up characters and 
then somehow explain and authenticate them . . .  [H]e must shape 
simultaneously (in an expanding creative moment) his characters, plot, 
and setting, each inextricably connected to the others; he must make his 
whole world in a single, coherent gesture, as a potter makes a pot; or, as 
Coleridge puts it, he must copy, with his finite mind, the process of the 
infinite “I AM.” (Gardner 46)
The “I AM” that Coleridge posits, doubtless, is concerned with the poet’s assertion o f not 
only subjectivity, but the truth of subjectivity, and the truth of the self encountering the 
poetically observed event—consonantly self-reflexive and reflective (as a mirror 
reflects). Gardner, like Coleridge, recognizes the reciprocal transference of subjectivity 
and objectivity, the mutual and simultaneous shaping of interior and exterior, as the self 
encounters its varying contexts. Or, as Gardner claims on the following page of The Art 
o f Fiction: “By selection and arrangement of the materials of his fiction, the writer gives 
us not the truth about the world and how things come about but an image of himself,” 
(Gardner 47). However, it must be recognized that in the short story, “the process of the 
infinite ‘I AM’” is a process empathically refracted through character—simultaneously 
and paradoxically the lucent self, and the prismatic other.
In the short story, character is all. Nathaniel Hawthorne knew it, as did Edgar 
Allen Poe, Guy de Maupassant, Anton Chekhov, and James Joyce—often cited as the
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predecessors of the current tradition—to say nothing of our more modem and 
contemporary masters: William Faulkner, Ernest Hemingway, Mavis Gallant, Alice 
Munro, and Louise Erdrich. All of them, without a doubt, employ real-life characters in 
real-life worlds, at once attendant to their sympathies, their singular personalities, their 
idiosyncrasies and psychological truths, but also, importantly, their unique situational 
truths—and all were well aware that characters, in the infinite process of self- 
determination, shape and are shaped by their predicaments, in the context of their 
fictional lives. As Edith Wharton notes in her book The Writing o f Fiction, . .the 
bounds of a personality are not reproducible by a sharp black line, but that each of us 
flows imperceptibly into adjacent people and things” (Wharton 10). Wharton suggests 
then, it is not enough for a short story to be singularly concerned with character, though 
character is of the highest importance, the characters must do something, and respond to 
something, without a doubt, of an exigency in their immediate (and lasting) context. 
Characters are not merely discernible pressure points struggling beneath the oppressive 
weight of social force, or economic force, or emotional crisis, or peer pressure, but rather, 
agents in their own right—wielding an exceptional power to act from within their 
circumstance and, as discussed earlier and eloquently articulated by Edith Wharton, are 
partially (though partial is a contentious term) the authors of their unique existence. 
Whether a character acts to ‘take arms against a sea of troubles’ or to scramble into a 
lifeboat with a full grown tiger, the action, the character, and the predicament are one and 
the same.
An especially important dictum when considering the short story, for whether the 
genre is defined by word-count or by other criterion, the short story is, in fact, short, and
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does not have the luxury of the novel to sprawl its action amid qualifying discourse, and 
as mentioned earlier, length is the most obvious and most prevalent distinguishing 
feature. The short story’s effect, however, should be broad, and in a good short story, as 
Edith Wharton describes, “the real achievement, as certain tales of Flaubert’s and 
Turgenev’s, of Stevenson’s and of Maupassant’s show; is to suggest illimitable air within 
a narrow space” (Wharton 42). Wharton proposes an entire world, in other words, snug 
within both text and character, and suggests, as Rick DeMarinis does, that “history 
propels the story, and the story either ends the history or starts a new history. In some 
cases, the story makes it clear that the history is inescapable no matter what the character 
who owns it does, and that nothing short of death is going to modify or end it” 
(DeMarinis 28). Importantly, DeMarinis recognizes that a character’s agency, their 
particular world-view, ultimately affects how they orient themselves to the condition of 
their lives and their context, yet simultaneously, also how their lives have been 
conditioned by that context. History, then, is an intimation of experience. It is not 
enough that a story has verisimilitude, or is ‘realistic’, but rather, establishes that history 
and veracity are largely qualitative assertions of the character themselves. Just as 
Kafka’s Gregor Samsa2 can awake one morning to learn he’s been turned into a beetle, or 
Hawthorne’s Goodman Brown3, on an evening walk, encounter a strange demonic ritual, 
or Kevin Brockmeier’s unnamed narrator4, in the wake of his failing marriage, discover 
an oppressive and intangible force that slowly crushes the earth, it is character that 
inevitably constructs history and veracity, and furthermore, articulates their precise
2 See Franz Kafka’s The Metamorphosis. New York: Bantam, 1972.
3 See Nathaniel Hawthorne’s “Young Goodman Brown.” from the Centenary Edition o f Mosses from an 
Old Manse. 1846. ed. J. Donald Crowley. Columbus: Ohio State UP, 1972.
4 See Kevin Brockmeier’s (O. Henry Prize Winner) “The Ceiling.” McSweeney’s 7 (2001), or also in the 
2002 O. Henry Prize Stories, ed. Larry Dark. New York: Anchor Books, 2002.
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relation to it. History, like veracity, is not absolute—it is contingent upon a character’s 
past and continual relation to it, and should be thought of, in fact, as an imagined record 
leading to a character’s present relationship to their immediate context.
The job of the short story writer, according to John Gardner, is to make that 
history visible, real, in the same moment that the encounter between character and 
context occurs—“in a single, coherent gesture” (Gardner 46). Paradoxically, the best 
short stories offer the world, the character, and the confrontation with that world almost 
immediately—which is no small feat for a genre normally capped at the twelve-to- 
fifteen-thousand word limit. Efficiency takes precedence. While a novel is big enough to 
carry a reader’s doubts page-to-page, chapter-to-chapter, the short story hasn’t the time or 
luxury to suffer the absence of crucial elements—character, setting, conflict—and so the 
short story writer must by necessity, attend to everything at once. The form will not 
allow for less. Consider briefly, this opening from J.D. Salinger’s “Pretty Mouth and 
Green My Eyes”:
When the phone rang, the gray-haired man asked the girl, with quite some 
little deference, if  she would rather for any reason he didn’t answer it. The 
girl heard him as if  from a distance, and turned her face toward him, one 
eye—on the side of the light—closed tight, her open eye very, however 
disingenuously, large, and so blue as to appear almost violet. The gray­
haired man asked her to hurry up, and she raised up on her right forearm 
just quickly enough so that the movement didn’t look perfunctory. She 
cleared her hair back from her forehead with her left hand and said, “God.
I don’t know. I mean what do you think?” (Salinger 115)
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Salinger, incisively, offers character and relationship in a singular exchange of dialogue, 
where truly, what the reader learns about the gray-haired man and girl is almost 
completely disclosed through action alone. In the smallest gesture, a girl sitting up to 
answer a man’s question, the essential power dynamic and the character’s awkwardness 
with each other (not to mention their cracking performance), is made crystalline.
Salinger creates an efficient and vibrantly accurate physical portrayal of two adulterous 
characters interrupted by a phone call from a spouse—characters, that encounter the 
difficulty of their circumstance. Consider also, the exceptional efficiency and power in 
Mavis Gallant’s “The Ice Wagon Going Down the Street”:
Now that they are out of world affairs and back where they started, Peter 
Frazier’s wife says, “Everybody else did well in the international thing 
except us.”
“You have to be crooked,” he tells her.
“Or smart. Pity we weren’t.”
It is Sunday morning. They sit in the kitchen, drinking their coffee 
slowly, remembering the past. They say the names of people as if  they 
were magic. Peter thinks Agnes Brusen, but there are hundreds of other 
names. As a private married joke, Peter and Sheilah wear the silk dressing 
gowns they bought in Hong Kong. Each thinks the other a peacock, rather 
splendid, but they pretend the dressing gowns are silly and worn in fun. 
(Gallant 37)
In Gallant’s “The Ice Wagon Going Down the Street,” there is a unity to both character 
and context, as well as a history (and a precise relationship to that history), that has
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forced Peter and Sheilah into a position where they must confront their immediate 
circumstance, and most interestingly, interrogate that history of failure and themselves 
within the same moment. In Gallant’s searing example of “one coherent gesture,” there 
is not “the process of the infinite ‘I AM’,” but rather, characters self-reflexive, and 
conflicted, about “the process of the infinite ‘I AM’.”
Mavis Gallant and J.D. Salinger are prime examples of what John Gardner (in his 
paraphrase of Aristotle) shrewdly identifies when he claims, “what is central to fiction is 
energeia; that is, ‘the actualization of the potential which exists in character and 
situation” (Gardner 47). There is no doubt whatsoever, that both Gallant and Salinger 
exhaust the reserves of both character and potential in the most remarkable of ways—“in 
one coherent gesture,” offering a scintillating view of compelling character, world, and 
the precise moment where the intersection of character and context suffers the 
heartbreaking crisis of transformation. It must be noted, however, that situation in the 
short story, as both Gallant and Salinger demonstrate, is but an extension of character, 
and for fiction to be energeic, in its Gardner-Aristotle sense, character and situation are 
necessarily inseparable. The potential of one, ultimately, is the potential of the other. 
Gardner also reminds us “[h]owever odd, however wildly unfamiliar the fictional 
world—odd as hog-farming to a fourth-generation Parisian designer, or Wall Street to an 
unemployed tuba player—we must be drawn into the characters’ world as if we were 
bom to it” (Gardner 43). Part of this draw, is of course, verisimilitude, and our 
willingness to suspend disbelief even in the most trying of circumstances. That is not to 
suggest that the ‘fictional dream’ is limitless, or limited only by the generosity or 
stinginess of the thinking reader, but rather, that the melding of character and context
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needs to be seamless. A reader will never willingly participate in a story that would have 
us believe in a character that cannot drive a car, yet ends up in a high-speed rush to get 
his pregnant wife to the hospital (why do they own a car in the first place?), unless the 
necessity of that choice is enabled through both character and circumstance. For short 
stories to be energeic they must utilize the simultaneous resources of character and 
context, not the resources of the ‘real world’.
The genre of the short story is one of indeterminacy. Its success as a genre, lies 
not in its mediation of well-established, well-theorized other genres, but rather in the 
resources which it calls to power, in fact the most empathic of resources—that of 
character and context, people and worlds. Like life, it is small enough to fit in the strange 
intersection between the subjective and the objective, the continual and conflicted 
relation between self and other, reader and writer, word and world. Its subject and its 
concern, of course, is essence. A genre at once similar, and at once vastly different than 
all other genres, yet it exhausts the resources of each in singular, confined strokes. At its 
best, the short story is, as Edith Wharton strikingly claims, “a shaft driven straight into 
the heart of human experience” (Wharton 29). Its afterlife, then, is an empathic being of 
memory, and intuitive significance.
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